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Subchapter 1 
General Provisions 
§15-15-01 Purpose. This chapter governs the 
practice and procedure before the land use commission, 
and shall be construed to secure the just and efficient 
determination of every proceeding. This chapter shall 
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be liberally construed to preserve, protect, and 
encourage the development and preservation of lands in 
the State for those uses to which they are best suited 
in the interest of public health and welfare of the 
people of the State of Hawaii. [ Eff OCT 2 7 1986 ] 
(Auth: HRS §205-l) (Imp: HRS §205-1) 
§15-15-02 Repeal of existing rules. 
of the land use commission which were in 
April 3, 1986, are repealed. [Eff OCT 2 7 1986 
(Auth: HRS §205-l) (Imp: None) 
All rules 
effect on 
] 
§15-15-03 Definitions. As used in this chapter: 
"Accessory building or use" means a subordinate 
building or use which is incidental to and customary 
with a permitted use of the land. 
"Agency'' means each state or county board, 
commission, department, or office authorized by law to 
make rules or to adjudicate contested cases, except 
those in legislative or judicial branches. 
"Agency hearing" refers only to a hearing held by 
an agency immediately prior to a judicial review of a 
contested case as provided in section 91-15 HRS. 
''Agricultural park" means any planned agricultural 
complex which combines and concentrates in a common 
location a number of agricultural activities for the 
purpose of realizing production and distribution 
economies. 
''Building" means any structure having a roof, 
including, but not limited to attached carports and 
similar devices. 
"Chief clerk" means the person who is responsible 
for receiving, recording, and preserving the records of 
all matters brought before the commission. 
"Commission" means the land use commission of the 
State of Hawaii. 
"Chairperson" means the chairperson of the 
commission. 
"Commissioner" means a member of the commission. 
•contested case" means a proceeding in which legal 
rights, duties, or privileges of specific parties are 
required by law to oe determined after an opportunity 
for agency hearing. 
"District" means an area of land, including lands 
underwater, established as an urban, agricultural, 
conservation or rural district. 
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"Ow ell ing •• means a building designed or used 
exclusively for single family residential occupancy, 
but not including house trailer, multi-family dwelling, 
mobile home, hotel or motel. 
''Economic feasibility'' means the degree to which 
the market demand for the proposed project by the 
petitioner is accurately estimated and appears to be 
substantial enough to indicate a probability of 
sufficiently profitable endeavor to justify the 
boundary amendment. 
"Family" means an individual or two or more 
persons related by blood, marriage, or adoption a group 
comprising not more than five persons, not related by 
blood, marriage, or adoption. 
"Farm dwelling" means a single-family dwelling 
located on and used in connection with a farm or where 
agricultural activity provides income to the family 
occupying the dwell in g. 
"Hearing officer" means a person or persons 
designated and authorized by the commission to conduct 
an agency hearing for the purpose of taking testimony 
and to report the findings of fact, conclusions of law 
and recommendation to the commission on matters within 
the jurisdiction of the commission. 
11 HRS .. means the Hawaii Revised Statutes. 
''Intervenor" means a person or agency who 
properly seeks by application to intervene and is 
entitled as of right to be admitted as a party in any 
court or agency proceeding. 
''Land .. shall include areas under water within the 
boundaries of the State • 
.. Lot• means a single parcel ot land of record in 
the real property tax records of the State of Hawaii • 
.. Map'' means the land use district boundaries maps 
of the land use commission. 
"Meeting" means the convening of the commission 
for which a quorum is required in order to make a 
decision or deliberate toward a decision upon a matter 
over which the commission has supervision, control, 
jurisdiction, or advisory power • 
.. Party .. means a person named or admitted as a 
party or properly seeking and entitled as of right to 
be admitted as a party in any court or agency 
proceeding. 
''Person" means when appropriate to the context, 
not only individual, but a corporation, firm, 
association, partnership, society, and federal, state, 
and county department or agency. 
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"Petitioner" means a person who seeks permission 
or authorization which the commission may grant under 
statutory or other authority delegated to it; and a 
person seeking relief not otherwise designated in this 
chapter. 
"Planning commission" means the planning 
commissions of the various counties, including the city 
and county of Honolulu. 
"Presiding officer" means any commissioner or a 
hearing officer duly designated as such. Unless 
otherwise designated, the chairperson shall be the 
presiding officer. 
"Proceeding'' means any matter brought before the 
commission over which the commission has jurisdiction 
and shall include, but not be limited to: 
(1) Petitions for district boundary amendment, 
(2) Petitions for special use permit; 
(3) Proceedings for the adoption, amendment, or 
repeal of rules under sections 91-3 and 205-7, 
HRS; 
(4) Petitions for declaratory rulings under 
section 91-8, HRS; 
(5) An investigation or review instituted or 
requested to be initiated by the commission; 
and 
(6) All other matters in the administration of 
chapter 205, HRS; 
"Public institution and building" means any 
institution or building being used by a federal, state 
or county agency for a public purpose. 
"Respondent .. means a person subject to any statute 
administered by the commission, or any order, rule, 
adopted thereunder, against whom an order or notice is 
issued by the commission instituting an agency hearing 
to show cause or investigation. 
"Shoreline .. means the upper reaches of the wash of 
the waves, other than storm or tidal waves, at high 
tide during the season of the year in which the highest 
wash of the wwe occurs, usually evidenced by the edge 
of vegetation growth or the upper limit of debris left 
by the wash of the waves as stated in section 205A-l, 
HRS. 
"Sign" means an identification, description, 
illustration, or device which is affixed to a building, 
structure, or land and directs attention to a product, 
place, activity, person, institution, or business. 
''Single-family dwelling" means a dwelling occupied 
exclusively by one family. 
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wstate" mearis the State of Hawaii. 
"Structure" means a constructed or erected 
material or combination of materials, which requires 
location on the ground, including, but not limited to, 
buildings, radio towers, sheds, storage bins, fences, 
and signs. 
"Unauthorized ex parte communication" means 
private communications or arguments with members of the 
commission or its hearing officer as to the merits of a 
proceeding with a view towards influenc.t.o.p 2 ;~;.:outcome of the petition or proceeding. [Eff Ut; · ] 
(Auth: HRS §205-1) (Imp: HRS §91-2 1 §205-1) 
§15-15-04 ~matical usage. (a) Words used in 
the present tense include the future tense. 
(b) The singular number includes the plural7 and 
the plural, the singular. 
(c) The word "shall" is always mandatory. 
(d) The word "may• is always permissive. 
(e) Terms not defined in this chapter shall have 
the meanin~s customarily assigned to them. 
[Eff OCT 2 ' 1ar~ ] (Auth: HRS §205-1) 
(Imp: HRS §91-2 1 §205-1) 
§15-15-05 Office and office hours. (a) The 
office of the commission is in Honolulu, Hawaii. All 
communications to the commission shall be addressed to 
room 104, 335 Merchant Street, Honolulu, Hawaii 96813, 
unless otherwise directed by the commission. 
(b) The office of the commission shall be open 
from 7:45 a.m. to 4:30 p.m., Monday through Friday, 
unless otherwi.ae. 7ttr.rvided by statute or executive order. [Eff U(;l ~ ] (Auth: HRS §205-1) 
( Imp : H RS S 91-2 , S 2 0 5-1) 
§15-15-06. Chairperson and Vice-Chairperson. (a) 
the Commissioners shall annually elect a Chairperson 
and Vice-Chairperson from its members. 
(b) The Chairperson and Vice-Chairperson shall 
have responsibilities and duties as prescribed in this 
chapter. [Eff OCT 2 7 1986 ] (Auth: HRS §205-1) 
(Imp.: HRS §91-2, §205-1) 
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§15-15-07 Executive officer. (a) The executive 
officer shall be appointee by the commission to serve 
as the administrative head of the commission staff and 
have responsibilities and duties as prescribed ~ the 
commission. 
(b) The executive officer shall prepare a hearing 
calendar and the agenda for all meetings, under the 
direction of the chairperson. 
(c) The executive officer or such other person as 
may be authorized by the commission shall certify all 
decisions and orders and other actions of the 
commission. 
(d) All requests ~or public infor~ation, copies of 
public records, or to 1nspect the publ1c records of the 
commission, shall be directed to the executive officer 
either in writing or in person. 
(e) The executive officer shall prepare for the 
commission the draft of an annual report of the 
commission•s activities, accomplishments, and 
recommendations for submission to the governor and to 
the legislature through the governor. 
(f) The executive officer may be appointed by the 
commission to serve as hearing officer. 
(g) The executive officer may interpret land use 
district boundaries at the request of the public. 
Interpretation of district boundaries shall be done in 
compliance with section 15-15-22. 
(h) The executive officer may employ, or require 
that the requesting party employ, at its sole expense, 
a registered land surv~YQ..t~ to prepare a map for 
interpretation. [Eff OCT 'Cl 136v ] 
(Auth: HRS §91-2 1 §205-1) (Imp: HRS 205-1) 
§15-15-08 Chief clerk. Under the supervision of 
the exe-cutive officer, the chief clerk shall have 
custody of the commission• s official recor.ds and shall 
be responsible for the maintenance and custody of the 
docket files, including the transcripts and exhibits, 
the minutes of all of the commission• s actions, and all 
of the commission•s decisions, orders, opinions, rules, 
and approved forms. [Eff OCT 2 7 fJif ] 
(Auth: HRS §205-1) (Imp: §91-2, §205-1) 
§15-15-09 Public records. The term "public 
records" shall have the same meaning as is de£ ined in 
chapter 92, HRS, and shall include maps, rules, written 
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statements o£ policy or interpretation formulated, 
aaopteo, or usea by tne commission in its tunct:ions, 
all aecisions, oraers, minutes oi commission meetings, 
and records OJ: any docket on file with the commission, 
but shall not include records whicn invade the right of 
privacy ot an inaiviaual. [Eif OCT 2 7 198& ] 
(Auth: HRS §205-1) (Imp: HRS §§92-21, 92-50, 92-51). 
§15-15-10 Meetings: generall:t. (a) The commission 
may meet ana exercise its powers in any part ot the 
State of Hawaii. Except as provided in sections 92-4 
and 92-5, HRS, all oi: the commission meetings are open 
to the public. 'l'he parliamentary proceaure to be 
utilizea by the commission in the conduct ot its 
meetings snall be based on the current edition of 
Robert's Rules of Order Newly Revised, only it it does 
not conflict with chapter 91, HRS, or these rules. 
(o) The commission shall allow all interested 
persons an opportunity to submit data, views, arguments 
or present oral testimony on any agenaa item in an open 
meeting. The commiss1on may ~rovide lior the recoraation 
of all presented oral testimony. 
(c) The commission shall comply with the 
provisions ot section 92-7, HRS, by providing the 
requirea written public notice of any meeting. 
[Eti OCT 2 7 1986 ] (Auth: HRS §205-1) 
(Imp: HRS §§91-2, 92-3) 
S 15 -1 5 -11 Ji.XJt~.Y.t.i.YJt_lD..eJt.t.i.DSJi. (a) The 
commission may hold an executive meeting from wnicn the 
public may be excluded, tor those purposes permittee by 
section 92-4, HRS, but only it there is an atfirmative 
vote ot two-tniras of tne members present at the 
meeting7 provided the affirmative vote constitutes a 
majority o£ the members to which the commission is 
entitle-d. 'l'he reason for holding the executive meeting 
snall be publicly announced and tne vote of the members 
shall be recorded and entered into the minutes ot the 
meeting. 
(b) The commission shall not finally act upon any 
ruling, rule, contract, appointment, or aecision in an 
executive meeting, except as 2r ov iaea in section 92-
5 (a) ( 1 ) to ( 6 ) , H R S. [ E f t UCT 2 7 r• ] 
(Auth: HRS §205-1) (Imp: HRS §§92-4, 92-5) 
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§15-15-12 Emergency meetings. The commission may 
hold an emergency meeting that aoes not comply with the 
notice requirement of section 92-7, HRS, under 
condi t:i...~f~ 7,i'fcif ied in section 92-8, HRS. [ Eff 0 1 (Auth: HRS §205-1) 
(Imp: HRS §§91-2, 92-8) 
§15-15-13 Quorum and number of votes necessary tor 
a decision. Unless otherwise provided by law, a 
majority of all the members to which the commission is 
entitled shall constitute a quorum to transact 
business, and the concurrence of a majority of all the 
members present shall be necessary to make a 
commission decision valid; provided all approvals of 
petitions for boundary amendments under section 205-4, 
HRS, shall require six affirmative votes and approvals 
for special use permits under section 205-3.1, HRS, 
shall regui.J:f five affirmative votes. 
[ Eff OCT Z 7 1!8 1 (Auth: HRS §205-1) 
(Imp: HRS §92-15) 
§15-15-14 ~moyal of persons from meetings. The 
presiding officer may remove any person who willfully 
disrupts a meeting. [Eff t}CT 2 7 198' ] 
(Auth: HRS §205-1) (Imp: HRS §92-3) 
§15-15-15 Minutes of meetings. (a) The commission 
shall keep written minutes of all meetings. Unless 
otherwise required by law, neither a full transcript 
nor a recording of the meeting shall be required, but 
the written minutes shall give a true reflection of the 
matters discussed at the meeting and the views of the 
members. The minutes shall include, but need not be 
limited to: 
(lf The date, time, and place of the meeting; 
(2) The members of the commission recorded as 
either present or absent; 
(3) The substance of all matters proposed, 
discussed, or decided; and a record, by 
individual member, of any votes taken; and 
(4) Any other information that any member of the 
commission requests be included or reflected 
in the minutes. 
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(b) The minutes shall be public records and shall 
be available within thirty days after the meeting 
except where the disclosure would be inconsistent with 
section 92-5, HRS. The commission may withhold 
publication of the minutes of executive meetings so 
long as their publication would defeat the lawful 
purpose of ~he executive meeting, but no longer. 
[Eff OCT 2 7 b86 ] (Auth: HRS §205-1) 
(Imp: HRS §92-9) 
§15-15-16 Computation of time. In computing any 
period ot time under the rules as provided in this 
chapter, by notice, or by any order, or rule of the 
commission, the time begins with the day following the 
act, event, or default, and includes the last day of 
the period unless it is a Saturday, Sunday, or legal 
holiday in which event the period runs until the end of 
the next day which is not a Saturday, Sunday, or legal 
holiday. When the prescribed period of time is not 
more than ten days, Saturdays, Sundays or legal 
holidays within the designated period shall be excluded 
in the corn puta ti on. [ Ef f OCT 2 7 191' ] (Auth: HRS §205-1) (Imp: HRS §91-2). 
Subchapter 2 
Establishment Of State Land Use Districts 
§15-15-11 Districts and district m.AlU5. (a) In 
order to effectuate the purposes of chapter 205 and 
205A, HRS, all the lands in the State shall be divided 
and placed into one of the four land use districts: 
(1) ••u.. urban district 
(2) .. A. agricultural district 
(3) 11 C 11 conservation district 
(4) .. R.. rur·al district 
(b) The boundaries of land use districts are 
shown on the maps listed in subchapter 16, and on file 
in the commission office. Not all ocean areas and off-
shore an~ outlying islands of the State in the 
.conservation district are shown when deemed unnecessary 
to ao so. The maps designated as the ''Land Use 
District Boundaries Maps" (9/3/86) located at the end 
of subchapter 16, are made a part of this section. 
[Eff OCT 2 7 1986 ] (Auth: HRS §205-1) (Imp: HRS S9l-2) 
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§15-15-18 Standards for determining~ urban 
district boundaries. In determining the boundaries for 
the "U'' urban district, the following standards shall 
be used: 
(1) 
( 2) 
(3) 
(4) 
(5) 
(6) 
It shall include lands characterized by 
"city-like" concentrations of people, 
structures, streets, urban level of services 
and other related land uses, 
It shall take into consideration the 
following specific factors: 
(A) Proximity to centers of trading and 
employment except where the development 
would generate new centers of trading 
and employment, 
(B) Substantiation of economic feasibility 
by the petitioner 1 
(C) Proximity to basic services such as 
sewers, transportation systems, water, 
sanitation, schools, parks, and police 
and fire protection, and 
(D) Sufficient reserve areas for urban 
growth in appropriate locations based on 
a ten year proj ection1 
It shall include lands with satisfactory 
topography and drainage and reasonably free 
from the danger of floods, tsunami, unstable 
soil conditions, and other adverse 
environmental effects, 
In determining urban growth for the next ten 
years, or in amending the boundary, 1 and 
contiguous with existing urban areas shall be 
given more consideration than non-contiguous 
land, and particularly when indicated for 
future urban use on state or county general 
plans, 
It shall include lands in appropriate 
loca tiona for new urban concentrations and 
shall give consideration to areas of urban 
growth as shown on the state and county 
general plans; 
It may include lands which do not conform to 
the standards in paragraphs (1) to (5): 
(A) When sur rounded by or adjacent to--
existing urban development; and 
(B) Only when those lands represent a minor 
portion oi this district; 
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( 7) It shall not include lanas, the urbanization 
of which will contribute toward scattered 
spot urban development, necessitating 
unreasonable investment in public infra-
structure or support services; 
(8) It may include lands with a general slope of 
twenty percent or more which do not provide 
open space amenities or scenic values if the 
commission finds that those lands are 
desirable and suitable for urban purposes and 
that official design and construction 
controls are adequate to protect the public 
health, welfare and safety, and the public's 
interests in the aesthetic quality of the 
landscape. [ Eff OCT 2 7 1986 ] 
(Auth: HRS 205-1) (Imp: HRS §205-2) 
§15-15-19 Standards for determining "A" agri-
cultural district boundaries. In determining the boun-
daries for the "A" agricultural district, the following 
standards shall apply: 
(1) It shall include lands with a high capacity 
for a<;Jricultural production except as 
otherw1se provided in this chapter; 
(2) It may include lanas with significant 
potential for grazing or for other 
agricultural uses except as otherwise 
provided in this chapter; 
(3) It may include lands surrounded by or 
contiguous to agricultural lands and which 
are not suited to agricultural and ancillary 
activities by reason of topography, soils, 
and other related characteristics; 
(4) Lands in intensive agricultural use for two 
years prior to date of filing of a petition 
or lands with a high capacity for intensive 
agricultural use shall not be taken out of 
this district unless the commission finds 
either that the action: 
(A) Will not substantially impair actual or 
potential agricultural production in the 
vicinity of the lands or in the county 
or state; or 
(B) Is reasonably necessary 
growth. [Eff OCT 2 7 lH& 
(Auth: HRS §205-1) (Imp: 
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for urban 
] 
HRS §205-2) 
§15-15-20 
§15-15-20 Standards for determining "C" conser-
vation aistrict boundaries. In determining the boun-
daries for the "C'' conservation district, the following 
standards shall apply: 
(1) It shall include lands necessary for 
protecting watersheds, water resources, and 
water supplies except as otherwise provided 
in this chapter; 
(2) It may include lands susceptible to floods, 
and soil erosion, lands undergoing major 
erosion damage and requiring corrective 
attention by the state and federal 
government, and lands necessary for the 
protection of the health and welfare of the 
public by reason of the land's susceptibility 
to inundation by tsunami and flooding, to 
volcanic activity and landslides; 
(3) It may include lands used for national or 
state parks; 
(4) It shall include lands necessary for the 
conservation, preservation, and enhancement 
of scenic, cultural, historic or archaeologic 
sites and sites of unique physiographic or 
ecologic significance except as otherwise 
provided in this chapter; 
(5) It shall include lands necessary for 
providing and preserving parklands, 
wilderness and beach reserves, and for 
conserving natural ecosystems of endemic 
plants, fish, and wildlife, for forestry and 
other related activities to these uses except 
as otherwise provided in this chapter1 
(6) It shall include lands having an elevation 
below the shoreline as provided by Chapter 
205A, HRS, and marine waters, fish ponds, and 
tidepools of the State unless otherwise 
designated on the district maps. All off-
shore and outlying islands of the State are 
classified conservation unless otherwise 
indicated in this chapter; 
(7) It shall include lands with topography, 
soils, climate, or other related 
environmental factors that may not be 
normally adaptable or presently needed for 
urban, rural, or agricultural use, except 
when those lands constitute areas not 
contiguous to the conservation district; 
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{8) It sha·ll include lands with a general slope 
of twenty percent or more which provide for 
open space amenities or scenic values except 
as otherwise provided in this chapter; 
{9) It may include lands suitable for farming, 
flower gardening, operation of nurseries or 
orchards, growing of commercial timber, 
grazing, hunting, and recreational uses 
including facilities accessory to those uses 
when the facilities are compatible with the 
natural physical environment. 
[Eff OCT 21198& 1 (Auth: HRS §205-1) 
(Imp: HRS §205-2). 
§15-15-21 Standards for determining hR" rural 
district boundaries. In determining the boundaries for 
the "R" rural district, the following standards shall 
apply: 
( 1) 
( 2) 
(3) 
Areas consisting of small farms; provided 
that the areas need not be included in this 
district if their inclusion will alter the 
general characteristics of the areas; 
Activities or uses as characterized by low-
density residential lots of not less than 
one-half acre and a density of not more than 
one single-family dwelling per one-half acre 
in areas where .. city-like" concentration of 
people, structures, streets, and urban level 
of services are absent, and where small farms 
are intermixed with the low-density 
residential lots1 
Generally, parcels of land not more than five 
acres; provided it may include other parcels 
of land which are surrounded by, or 
contiguous to this aistrict, and are not 
suitea to low-density residential uses for 
small farm or agricultural uses. 
[Etf OCT 2 7 1981 1 (Auth: HRS §205-1) 
(Imp: HRS §205-2) 
§15-15-22 Interpretation ot district bounaaries. 
(a) Except as otherwise provided in this chapter, a 
oistrict name or letter appearing on the district map 
applies throughout the whole area bounded by the 
district boundary lines. 
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{b) 'l'he following shall apply whenever uncertainty 
exists with respect to the boundaries of the various 
districts: 
{1) Whenever a aistrict line falls within or 
abuts a street, alley, canal, navigable or 
non-navigable stream or river, it may be 
deemed to be in the midpoint of the fore-
going. If the actual location of the street, 
alley, canal, navigable or non-navigable 
stream or river varies slightly from the 
location as shown on the district map, then 
the actual location shall be controlling; 
{2) Whenever a district line is shown as being 
located within a specific distance from a 
street line or other fixed physical feature, 
or from an ownership line, this distance 
shall be controlling; 
(3) Unless otherwise indicated, the district 
lines shall be determined by the use of the 
scale contained on the map1 
( 4) All w a t e r a r e as w i t h i n the S t a t e a r e 
considered to be within a use district and 
controlled ~ the applicable district rules; 
{5) All requests for boundary interpretations 
shall be accompanied by four maps. Five maps 
shall be requirea if the interpretation 
involves conservation district lands. All 
requests for current boundary interpretations 
involving shoreline properties shall be 
accompanied by five copies of a map showing 
the locations of the shoreline as provided 
for in section 205A-42, HRS. Any erosion or 
accretion through natural processess which 
significantly affects the configuration of 
the property shall be reflected on the survey 
map. Further, any shoreline structure, piers, 
and areas of man-made fill which were 
constructed or completed since the date of 
adopt~on of the current state land use 
district boundaries shall be reflected on the 
survey map; 
(6) Whenever subsections (a) and (b) cannot 
resolve an uncer-tainty concerning the 
1 o cation of any d i strict 1 in e, the 
commission, upon written application or upon 
its own motion, shall determine tne location 
of those district lines. [Eft OCT 271M ] 
(Auth: HRS §205-1) (Imp: §205-1) 
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Subchapter 3 
Permissible Land Uses 
§15-15-23 Permissible uses: generally. Except as 
otherwise provided in this chapter, the following land 
and building uses are compatible and permitted within 
the following land use districts, except when 
applicable county ordinances or regulations are more 
restrictive. Except as otherwise provided in this 
chapter( qs1e.e not expressly permitted are prohibited. [Etf OC 2 7 9811 ] (Auth: HRS §205-1) 
(Imp: HRS §205-2) 
§15-15-24 Permissible uses within the "U" urban 
district. Any and all uses permitted by the counties, 
either by ordinances or rules shall be allowed within 
this district, subject to any conditions imposed by the 
commission 2ursuant to section 205-4, HR~ 
[Eft OCT 2 7 1985 (Auth: HRS §205-1) (Imp: HRS §205-2) 
§15-15-25 ..f..e_tmissible uses within the "A'' agri-
cultural district. (a) Permissible uses within agri-
cultural district land classified by the land study 
bureau's detailed land classification as overall 
(master) productivity rating class A or B shall be 
those uses set forth in section 205-4.5, HRS. 
(b) Permissible uses within the agricultural 
district land classified by the land study bureau's 
detailed land classification as overall (master) 
productivity rating class of C, D, E and U shall be 
those uses permit ted in A and B lands as set forth in 
section 205-4.5, HRS, and also those uses set forth in 
section S205-2, HR~ [Eff OCT 2 7 J98f 1 
(Auth: HRS S205-l) (Imp: HRS SS205-2, 205-4.5) 
§15-15-26 Permissible uses within the "CN conser-
vation district. Uses of land within a conservation 
aistrict shall be governed by the rules of the state 
department of land and natural resources, title 13, 
Administrative Rules, and chapter 183, HRS. 
[Eft Ott 2 7 \915 ] (Auth: HRS §205-1) 
(Imp: HRS §205-2) 
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§15-15-27 Permissible yses within the hRh rural 
district. (a) Permissible uses within the rural 
district 
( 1) 
(2) 
shall include the following activities: 
All uses permitted under section 15-15-25 
relating to agricultural uses and those uses 
that are compatible within the agricultural 
district; 
Low-density residential uses with a minimum 
lot size of one-half acre. The commission for 
good cause may allow one lot of less than 
one-half acre, but not less than 18,500 
square feet, or an equivalent residential 
density, provided all other lots in the 
subdiv is1on have the minimum lot size of one-
half acre. A petition for variance may be 
processed under the special permit procedure 
pursuant to subchapter 12. This exception 
snall apply to lots of record existing prior 
to January 1, 1977, and of not more than two 
acres. There shall be no more than one 
single-family dwelling per one-half acre, 
except as may tftf 2 ffgiV ided for. in this section. [Eff ] 
(Auth: HRS §205-1) (Imp: HRS §205-2) 
Subchapter 4 
Non-conformance 
§15-15-28 Statement of intent. This subchapter is 
intenaed to expedite the eventual elimination of 
existing uses or structures that are not in conformity 
w itn the provisions of subchapter 3 because their 
continued existence violates basic concepts of health, 
sate~, and welfare as well as principles of good land 
use. H~wever, in applying subchapter 3, no elimination 
ot non-conforming uses or structures shall be effected 
so as to cause unreasonable interference with 
established property rights. [Eff OCT 2 7 Ill ] 
(Auth: HRS 5205-1) (Imp: HRS §205-8) 
§15-15-29 Non-conforming uses of structures and 
lands. (a) Any 1 awful use of lands or buildings 
existing on April 9, 1962, may be continued even though 
those uses do not conform to the provisions hereof. 
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(b) Except as otherwise provided, the following 
provisions shall apply to non-conforming uses or 
structures within any district: 
(1) It shall not be changed to another non-
conforming use or structure; 
(2) It shall not be expanded or increased in 
intensity of use; 
(3) It shall not be reestablished after 
discontinuance and abandonment for a 
continuous period of one year. 
[Eff 0CT271981 ] (Auth: HRS §205-1) 
(Imp: HRS §205-8) 
§15-15-30 .Hgj)-conforming areas and parcels. (a) 
A lot of record may be occupied by any use permitted 
by this chapter, including a single-family dwelling; 
provided this exception shall not apply to subdivisions 
that have not received proper approval by the counties. 
(b) Any proposed subdivision of land which is not 
in conformity with this subchapter, but which has 
received approval by -the county having jurisdiction on 
April 9, 1962, shall be permitted as a non-conforming 
area subject to the ordinances and rules of the county. 
All lots within the non-conforming area shall be 
considered non-conforming parcels. 
(c) Any parcel of land in a rural district less 
than one-half acre, shall be deemed a non-conforming 
parcel. [Eff OCT 2 7 1!K ] (Auth: HRS 205-1) 
(Imp: HRS §205-8) 
§15-15-31 ~~~~~1 or illegal use of land. A 
casual, intermittent, temporary, or illegal use of 
lands or buildings shall not be sufficient to establish 
the existence o£ a non-conforming use. [Eff ICT 2 7 1gff l (Auth:- HRS §205-1) (Imp: HRS §205-8) 
§15-15-32 Existence of non-conforming use is a 
guestion ot fact. Whether a non-conforming use exists 
shall be a question of fact and shall be decided by the 
county planninq_comm
1
l.i.ssion after public notice and 
hearing. [ Eff lJCT 2 7 511 ] (Auth: HRS §205-1) 
(Imp: HRS §205-8) 
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§15-15-33 . ~~~~~~~-D~D~~D!~~m~D~~~~~· An 
illegal non-conforming use of lands or buildings shall 
not be valiifed by the adoption of this chapter. 
[Etf !lCT 2 7 ] (Auth: HRS 205-1) (Imp: HRS §205-8) 
Subchapter 5 
Proceedings Before The Commission 
§15-15-34 jlaiyer or sus~ension of rule,&. The 
intent and purpose of Chapter 2 5, HRS is to establish 
judicial procedures which would ensure the effective 
application of established State land use policies 
through an adversary process in a hearing in which 
diverse interests will have an opportunity to compete 
in an open and orderly manner. Accordingly, the 
commission expects all persons and parties to comply 
with this subchapter and chapter 91, HRS, so that the 
commission will have a full and complete record upon 
which it can render its decision. For good cause shown 
the commission may waive or suspend any rule. No rule 
relating to jurisdictional matters shall be waived or 
suspended by the commission. [Eff OCT 2 7 19H ] 
(Auth: HRS §205-1) (Imp: HRS 91-3) 
§15-15-35 Appearance before the commissio~ (a) 
Any party to a proceeding before the commission may 
appear in the party•s own behalf or by an authorized 
representative of a partnership, corporation, trust, or 
association. An officer or employee of a department or 
agency of the State or a political subdivision may 
represent that department or agency in any proceeding 
before the commission. 
(b) A party may be represented by an attorney. 
The attorney who appears before the commission shall be 
a member in good standing of the bar of the Hawaii 
supreme court. A member of the bar of another juris-
diction may appear by motion or by association with a 
member in good standing of the Hawaii bar. All 
pleadings and documents shall be served on the member 
of the Hawaii bar. 
(c) Any person who signs a pleading or brief, 
enters an appearance at a hearing, or transacts 
business with the commission, by such an act represents 
that the person is legally authorized to ao so and 
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shall comply with the laws of this State and the 
several counties,. and the rules of the· commission. 
Further, the person shall maintain the respect due to 
the commission, and shall never deceive or knowingly 
present·any false statements of fact or law to the 
commission. The commission at any time may require any 
person appearing before the commission in a 
representative capacity to prove the person's authority 
and qualification to act in that capacity. 
(d) All former employees of the State, as that 
term is defined in section 8""4-3, H.RS, shall comply with 
the provisions of chapter 84, HRS (ethics code), prior 
to making an appearance in a representative capacity 
before the commission. [Eff OCT 2 7 1g86 ] 
(Auth: HRS §205-1) (Imp: HRS §91-2) 
§ 15 -15- 3 6 D ll.i~..i..Q.D~_.a.nJl_..QLQJ:~~. ( a ) A 11 
decisions and orders for boundary amendment and special 
permit applications shall be signed ~ the chairperson 
or the commissioners who have heard and examined the 
evidence in the proceeding. Commission members who 
have not heard and examined all of the evidence may 
vote and sign only after the procedures set forth in 
section 91-11, HRS, have been complied with. 
(b) Unless otherwise indicated in the order, the 
effective date of a decision and order shall be the 
date ot secv ice. 
(c) Official copies ot decisions and orders and 
other commission actions shall be effectuated under the 
signature of the chairperson, executive officer, or by 
such other person as may be authorized by the 
commission. [Eff OCT 2 7 1911 ] 
(Auth: HRS §205-1) (Imp: HRS §91-12) 
§15-15-37 Filing documents: place ana time. 
All pleadings, briefs, submittals, petitions, reports, 
maps, exceptions, memoranda, and other legal papers 
required to be filed with the commission in any 
p r o c e e d i n g s h all be f i 1 e d a t the of f ice of t h e 
commission be£ ore or on the time 1 imit prescribed by 
statute, rules, or order of the commission. Unless 
otherwise ordered, the date on which the papers are 
received shall be regarded as the date of filing. 
[Eft OCT 2 7 1!16 ] (Auth: HRS §205-1) 
(Imp: HRS §91-2) 
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§15-15-JB Format. (a) Pleadings shall be bound 
at the top and typewritten upon paper B-1/2 x 11 inches 
in size. Tables, maps, charts, exhibits, or appendices 
may be larger and shall be folded to that size where 
practical. The impression shall be on one side of the 
paper only and shall be double-spaced, except that 
footnotes and quotations in excess of a few lines may 
be single-spaced. Briefs shall be typewritten upon 
paper 8-1/2 x 11 in size. Reproduction may be by any 
process, provided all copies are clear and permanently 
legible. 
(b) Petitions, pleadings, briefs, and other 
documents shall show the title of the proceeding before 
the commission and the case docket number ass1gned by 
the chief clerk and shall show the name and address of 
the person or attorney. 
(c) The original of each petition, complaint, 
answer, or amendment shall be signed in black ink by 
each party or the party's counsel. If the party is a 
corporation or association, the pleading may be signed 
by an officer thereof. Motions, notices.L...and briefs 
may be signed by an attorney. [Eff OCT 2 7 "" l 
(Auth: HRS §205-1) (Imp: HRS §91-2) 
§ 15 -15-3 9 Y.it.J:.i.f.iJ:.A.t..i_g.n. (a ) P e t i t i on s , 
amendments thereto, and other pleadings which initiate 
a proceeding, and amendments thereto shall be verified 
by at least one of the persons or officers of the party 
filing the same. 
(b) If the party filing the pleading is a 
corporation or association, the pleading may be 
verified by an officer thereof. 
(c) The attorney for a party may sign and verify a 
pleading if the party is absent, or for some cause 
unable to sign and verify the pleading. [ Etf OCT 2 7 l91f l 
(Auth: HRS §205-1) (Imp: HRS §91-2) 
§15-15-40 Copies. Unless otherwise required by 
this subchapter or the commission, all parties shall 
file with the commission an original and fifteen 
copies of each pleading or amendment thereof. 
Additional copies shall be promptly provided if the 
chair~rson_pr the executive officer so requests. 
[ Eff OCT 2 'l '"' ] (Auth: HRS §205-1) 
(Imp: HRS §91-2) 
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§15-15-41 Defec~jy~~j~l~~~· Petitions for 
boundary amendment. shall be filed with and accepted by 
the cnieZ: clerk. The mere tact of filing shall not 
waive any failure to comply with this subchapter, and 
the commission may require the amendment of the 
boundary amendment application, or entertain motions by 
tne parties in connection therewith. If the petition 
is in fact defective, the date of filing shall be as of 
the date the defects are cured. [Eff OCT 2 7 1986 ] 
(Auth: HRS §205-1) (Imp: HRS §91-2) 
§15-15-42 Extensions of tim~. (a) Whenever a 
party is required to file a pleading within the period 
prescribed or allowed by this subchapter, by notice 
given thereunder, or by an order, the chairperson, or 
in the absence of the chairperson or vice-chairperson, 
the executive officer may: 
(1) For good cause before the expiration of the 
prescribed period, with or without notice to 
the parties, extend the period7 
( 2) Pursuant to a stipulation between all of the 
parties, extend the period7 or 
(3) Permit the act to be done after the 
expiration of a specified period where the 
failure to act is clearly shown to be the 
result of excusable neglect. 
(b) Any request for a continuance, except by 
stipulations, shall be by written motion, unless made 
during the course of a hearing. [ Etf OCT 2 7 1986 ] 
(Auth: HRS §205-1) (Imp: HRS §91-2) 
§15-15-43 Amended pleadings. All pleadings may 
be amended at any time prior to the hearing date. 
Amendments offered prior to the hearing date shall be 
served on all parties and filed with the commission. 
All par~ies shall have the opportunity to answer and be 
neard on amendments filed after the hearing commences, 
and the commission shall decide whether those 
amendments shall be allowed. [Eff OCT 2 7 1981 ] 
(Auth: HRS 5205-1) (Imp: HRS §91-2) 
§15-15-44 Retention of Qocuments. The commission 
shall retain all documents filed with or presented to 
the commission in the files of the commission. 
However, the chairperson or executive officer may 
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IJermit the withdrawal ot original documents upon 
submission ot properly authenticated... copies to replace 
the original documents. [Etf OCT 2 7 l!H ] 
(Auth: HRS §205-1) (Imp: HRS §91-2) 
§ 15 -15-4 5 .S..tU:l!.i~.,e_.Q..f_~.l:.Q~..tUUi. (a) The 
commission shall cause to be served all orders, 
notices, and other papers issued by it, together with 
any other papers that it is required by law to serve. 
All other papers shall be served by the parties filing 
them. 
(b) All papers served by either the commission or 
any party shall be filed and served upon all parties or 
their counsel and shall contain a certification of 
service. Any counsel entering an appearance subsequent 
to the proceeding shall notify all other counsel then 
of record and all parties not represented by counsel of 
that fact. 
(c) The final decision and order, and any other 
paper required to be served by the commission upon a 
party, shall be served upon the party, or the party's 
counsel of record or in the absence ot counsel upon the 
party. 
(d) Service of papers shall be made personally or, 
unless otherwise provided by law, by certified mail. 
(e) Service upon parties, other than the 
commission, shall be regarded as complete when the 
paper is properly stamped and properly addressed to the 
parties involved at the last known address and mailed 
in accordance with section 15-15-45(d). 
(f) Whenever a party has the right to do some act 
or take some proceedings within a prescribed period 
after the service of a notice or other paper upon the 
person, and the notice or paper is served by mail, two 
days shall. 1{if added to the prescribed period. [Eff Otl 2 1 ' ] (Auth: HRS §205-1) 
(Imp: HRS §91-2) 
Subchapter 6 
Application Requirements for Boundary 
Amendment Petitions 
§15-15-46 Standing to initiate boundary amend= 
ments. The following persons may initiate a petition to 
the commission for district boundary amendment: 
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(1) State departments or agencies; 
(2) County departments or agencies in which the 
property is situated~ or 
(3) Any person with a property interest in the 
property SO!J.Qht to be reclassified. 
[Eff OCT 2 7 ,,.... ] (Auth: HRS §205-1) 
(Imp: HRS §§205-3.1, 205.4) 
§15-15-47 Filing. Petitioner shall file one 
original and fifteen copies of a petition for boundary 
amendment with the commission. [Eff OCT 2 7 1'86 ] (Auth: HRS §205-1) (Imp: HRS §91-Z) 
§15-15-48 Service of petition. The petitioner 
shall serve copies upon the county planning 
aepartment and planning commission within which the 
subject land is situated, director of the department of 
planning and ~onomic development, or a designated 
representative, and all persons with a property 
interest in the subject property recorded in the 
county's real property tax records at the time the 
peti t1on is filed. [ Eff OCT 2 7 11S ] 
(Auth: HRS §§205-1, 205-4) (Imp: HRS §91-2) 
§15-15-49 ~. An application for an amendment 
to district boundary shall be accompanied by a 
certified check for $20 0 payable to the State of 
Hawaii. The commission shall waive this fee on any 
petition submitted by a state or county department or 
agency. [Eft OCT 2 7 1986 ] (Auth: HRS §205-1) (Imp: HRS §91-2) 
§15-15-50 Form and contents ot petition. (a) The 
form of the petition for boundary amendment shall 
conform to the requirements of subchapter 5. All 
peti tiona shall: 
(1) State clearly and concisely the authorization 
or relief sou9ht; 
(2) Cite by appropriate reference the statutory 
provision or other authority under which 
commission authorization or relief is sought. 
(b) For petitions to reclassify properties from 
the conservation district to any other district, the 
petition shall be deemed complete when an environmental 
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impact statement or negative declaration is approved by 
the commission tor the proposed reclassification 
request. Such accepted environmental impact statement 
or negative declaration shall be tiled with and be part 
ot the petition for boundary amendment. 
(c) The following shall also be provided: 
(l) The exact legal name of each petitioner and 
the location of the principal place of 
business and if an applicant is a 
corporation, trust, or association, or other 
organized group, the State in which the 
petitioner was organized or incorporated7 
(2) The name, title, and address of the person to 
whom correspondence or communications in 
regard to the application are to be 
addressed I 
(3) Description of the subject property, acreage, 
and tax map key number, with maps, incluaing 
the tax map, that identify the area. under 
petition. If the subject property is a 
portion of one or more lots, or the petition 
proposes incremental development of the 
subject property or both increments of deve-
lopment, the petitioner shall include a des-
cription of the subject property or incre-
ments in metes and bounds prepared by a regi-
stered professional surveyor. The peti-
tioner, with the approval of the executive 
officer, may file the map and description 
after the commission's action on the 
petition, 
(4) The reclassification sought and present use 
of property 7 
(5) Petitioner's proprietary interest in the 
subject property. Petitioner shall attach as 
exhibits to the petition the following: 
(A) A true copy of the deed, lease, option 
agreement, development agreement, or 
other document conveying to the 
petitioner a proprietary interest in the 
subject property7 and 
(B) If petitioner is not the owner in fee 
simple of the subject property, written 
authorization of the fee owner to file 
the peti tion7 
( 6) 'l'ype of development proposed, such as single-
family, multi-family, residential, planned 
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development, resort, commercial, industrial, 
etc.; 
{7) Preliminary data such as projected number of 
lots, lot size, number of units, densities, 
selling price, intended market, development 
timetables, and projected costs; 
{ 8) Peti ti oner• s financial condition together 
with latest balance sheet or income 
statement. If the petitioner is a private 
individual, partnership or corporation, a 
clear description of the manner in which the 
petitioner proposes to finance tne 
development, a statement .of petitioner's 
current financial condition, including 
petitioner's latest balance sheet and income 
statement. A petitioner, which is a state or 
county aepa rtm ent or agency, shall not be 
required to submit a statement of current 
financial condition; 
(9) Description of the subject property and 
surrounding areas including, present use, 
soil classification, agr~cultural lands of 
importance to the State of Hawaii 
classification, flood and drainage 
conditions; 
( 10) An assessment of the effects of the develop-
ment upon the environment, agriculture, 
recreational, cultural, historic, scenic, 
flora and fauna, or other resources of the 
area; 
(11) Availability of public services and 
facilities such as schools, sewers, parks, 
water, sanitation, drainage, roads, police 
and fire protection, adequacy thereof, or 
whether public agencies providing the 
services or facilities would be unreasonably 
burdened by the proposed development; 
(1.2) Location of proposed development in relation 
to adjacent districts and developments; 
(13) Economic impacts of the proposed development 
including provision of employment 
opportunities and relationship to centers of 
trading and employment, 
(14) If a residential development is proposed, a 
description of the manner in which the 
petitioner addresses the housing needs of 
low, low moderate and gap groups7 
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(15) An assessment of need for the reclassifi-
cation. The assessment shall include an 
analysis of demand for the development 
proposed, projections as to the rate at which 
the project will be sold or absorbed by the 
market, and an assessment of the relationship 
between the development proposed, other 
projects proposed for the area and al terna-
tive uses for the property to be reclas-
sif ied7 
(16) An assessment of conformity of the reclassi-
fication to applicable goals, objectives, and 
policies of the Hawaii State Plan, chapter 
226, HRS, and applicable priority guidelines 
and functional plan policies, 
(17) An assessment of the conformity of the 
reclassification to objectives·and policies 
of the coastal zone management program, 
chapter 205A, HRS, as applicable7 
(18) An assessment of conformity of the 
reclassification to the applicable county 
general plans, _development or commmunity 
plans, zoning designations and policies, and 
proposed amendments required7 
(19) Petitioners submitting applications for 
reclassifying to urban shall also submit 
proof that development of the subject 
property in accordance with the demonstrated 
need therefore will be accomplished before 
five years after the date of final county 
zoning approval. In the event full urban 
development cannot substantially be completed 
within such period, the petitioner shall also 
submit a schedule for development of the 
total of such project in increments, each 
sucn increment to be completed within no more 
than a five-year period. [Eff ICT 2 7 1911 ] 
(Auth: HRS S205-l) (Imp: HRS §91-2) 
Subchapter 7 
Agency Hearing ana Post Hearing Procedures 
§15-15-51 Notice of hearing tor boundary amend-
ment petitions. (a) Upon proper filing of a petition 
for boundary amendment, the commission, not less than 
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sixty and not more than one hundred eighty days, shL __ 
conduct a hearing in the county in which the subject 
property is situated. 
(b) The notice of hearing shall be served on the 
director of the department of planning and economic 
development, the county planning department within 
which the subject property is situated, and persons 
with a property interest in the subject property that 
is recorded in the county's real property tax records 
at the time the petition is filed. In addition, notice 
of the hearing shall be mailed to all persons who have 
made a written request or are on the mailing list for 
this purpose at tneir last recorded address at least 
thirty days in advance of the hearing date. 
(c) The notice of hearing for a boundary 
amendment shall also be published at least once in a 
newspaper of general circulation in the State and as 
well as in a county newspaper in which the subject 
property is situated not less than thirty days in 
advance of the hearing date. The notice of hearing 
shall also be filed with the lieutenant governor's 
office at least· six calendar days before the hearing. 
(d) The notice of hearing of a boundary amendment 
shall include: 
(1) The date, time, place and nature of hearing; 
(2) The legal authority under which the hearing 
is to be held; 
(3) The particular sections of the statutes and 
rules involved; 
(4) An explicit statement in plain language of 
the issues involvedJ 
(5) The fact that parties may retain counsel if 
they so desire; 
( 6) Where the map of subject property or petition 
may be inspected; 
(7) Tne rights of interested persons under 
section 205--4 (e), HRS. 
[Eff OCT 2 7 l!li 1 (Auth: HRS §205-1) 
(Imp: HRS S205-4) 
§15-15-52 Intervention -in proceeding for boundary 
.A.mendments. (a) The petitioner, the department ot 
planning and economic development and the county 
planning department within which the subject land is 
situated shall appear in every case as parties, and 
make recommendations relative to the proposed boundary 
change; 
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(b) Persons who may intervene upon timely 
application includes; 
(1) All departments and agencies of the state and 
of the county in which the land is situated; 
and 
(2) All persons who have a property interest in 
the land, or who otherwise can demonstrate 
that they will be so directly and immediately 
affected by the proposed change that their 
interest in the proceeding is clearly 
distinguishable from that of the general 
public. 
(c) All other persons may apply for leave to 
intervene, which shall be freely granted, provided the 
commission or its hearing officer may deny an 
application to intervene when, in the commission, or 
hearing officer•s discretion it appears that: 
(1) The position of the applicant for 
intervention concerning the proposed change 
is substantially the same as the position of 
a party already admitted to the proceeding; 
and 
(2) The admission of additional parties will 
render the proceedings inefficient and unma-
nageable. 
(d) In a boundary amendment proceeding, petitions 
to intervene and become a party shall be in conformity 
with subchapter 5 and filed with the commission. The 
petition for intervention with proof of service on all 
parties shall be filed with the commission within 
fifteen days after the notice ot hearing is published 
in the new spa per. Except for good cause shown, late 
filing shall not be permitted. 
(e) The petition shall make reference to the 
following: 
(1) Nature of petitioner•s statutory or other 
_ right; 
(2) Nature and extent of the petitioner• s 
interest, and if an abutting property owner, 
the tax map key description of the property; 
(3) Effect of any decision in the proceeding on 
(f) 
reference 
( 1) 
peti ti oner• s interest. 
If applicable, the petition shall also make 
to the following: · 
Other means available whereby petitioner•s 
interest may be protected; 
(2) Extent petitioner•s interest may be 
represented ~ existing parties; 
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(3) Extent-petitioner's interest in proceeding 
differs from that of the other parties; 
(4) Extent petitioner's participation can assist 
in development of a complete record; 
(5) ·Extent petitioner's participation will 
broaaen the issue; 
(6) How the petitioner's intervention would serve 
the public interest; 
(g) Petitions for intervention shall be 
accompanied by a filing fee of $50. The fee shall be 
waived for state and county agencies. 
(h) If any party opposes the petition for 
intervention, the party shall file a motion to oppose 
within seven days after being served. 
( i) All petitions to intervene shall be heard 
prior to rendering a decisio~ 
(j) A person whose petition to intervene has 
been denied may appeal the denial to the circuit court 
pursuant to section 91-14, HRS. [Eff OCT 2 7 1985 ] 
(Auth: HRS S205-l) (Imp: HRS §205-4) 
SlS-15-53 Intervention in other than district 
boundary amendment proceedings. (a) In any proceeding 
other than a district boundary amendment proceeding, 
petitions to intervene and become a party shall conform 
to subchapter 5 and be filed at least within fifteen 
days from the date of the publication of the hearing 
notice. 
(b) Contents of the petition shall conform to 
sections 15-15-52(e) and 15-15-52(f). [Eff OCT 2 7 19~5 ] 
(Auth: HRS §205-1) (Imp: HRS §205-1) 
§15-15-54 Consolidation. The commission, upon 
its own initiative or upon motion, may consolidate for 
hearing or other purposes, or may contemporaneously 
consider, two or more pro~eedings which involve 
substantially the same parties or issues which are the 
same or closely related if the commission finds that 
consolidation or contemporaneous consideration will be 
conaucive to the proper dispatch of its business and to 
the end~ of j usti ce..Can9 1g~ill not unduly delay the proceed1ngs. [Eff U I l ] 
(Auth: HRS S205-l) (Imp: HRS §91-2) 
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§15-15-55 Statement ot Position. Prior to sixty 
aays after the filing ot the petition, the state and 
county shall file with the commission a statement of 
position with a summary of reasons in support or 
opposition, or in the alternative, a request for addi-
tional data upon which is necessacy for a statement of 
position to be filed. [Eff OCT271981 ] 
(Auth: HRS S205-l) (Imp: HRS §91-2) 
§15-15-56 Stipulation as to findings of facts. 
conclusions of law and conditions of reclassification. 
At. the he.aring, all ~rti.es may enter into apprppriate 
st1pulat1ons as to tind1ngs Of tact, conclus1ons of 
law, and conditions of reclassification concerning the 
proposed boundary change as follows: 
(1) A petitioner who desires to enter into a 
stipulation shall prepare a proposed 
stipulation as to any or all findings of 
fact, conclusions of law and conditions of 
reclassification concerning the proposed 
boundary change: 
(2) All parties shall sign the proposed 
stipulation as to any or all proposed 
findings of fact, conclusions of law, 
conditions of reclassification, and a 
proposea decision and order, if at all, and 
shall submit sucn stipulation to the 
commission ten days prior to the hearing 
date: 
(3) At the hearing, the commission shall approve 
or deny the proposed stipulation and proposed 
decision and order: 
(4) The commission may require the parties to 
submit additional evidence concerning the 
proposed stipulation and proposed decision 
ana order: 
(5) The commission may approve the proposed 
decision and order by amending or adopting 
the proposed decision and order. The 
commission shall issue a decision and order 
pursuant to provisions of sections 15-15-36 
and 15-15-74 and section 205-4(g), HRS. 
[ Eff OCT 2 7 1911 ] (Auth: HRS §205-1) 
(Imp: HRS §205-4) 
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§15-15-57 ·prehearing confer§n~e: e~~b~ns~~~ 
exhibits. A presiding officer or his de signa ted repre-
sentative may hold a preheating conference with the 
parties for the purpose of formulating or simplifying 
the issues, arranging for the exchange of proposed 
exhibits or proposed written testimony, setting of 
schedules, exchanging names of witnesses, limitation of 
number of witnesses, determining the extent of proposed 
finding, and such other matters as may expedite orderly 
conduct and disposition of the proceeding. 
[ Eff OCT 2 7 I!H ] (Auth: HRS §205-1) 
(Imp: HRS §91-2) 
§15-15-58 Procedure for !ditnesses. (a) The 
commission may subpoena witnesses as set forth in 
section 15-15-69. 
(b) Together with other witnesses that the 
commission may desire to hear at the hearing, the 
commission shall also allow a representative of a 
citizen or community group to testify, who indicates a 
desire to express the views of those citizen or 
community group concerning the proposed boundary 
change. Anyone who desires to testify shall make 
written application to be a witness prior to the 
hearing and, if the person desires to express the views 
of a citizen or community group, shall submit written 
evidence to show that the person is a duly authorized 
representa tj.ye of the citizen or community group. 
[E:tf OCT 2 7 l51t ] (Auth: HRS §205-4) (Imp: HRS §91-2) 
§15-15-59 Conduct of hearing. The hearing shall 
be conducted in accordance with this subchapter. 
[ E f f OtT 2 7 1911 ] (Aut h : H R S § 2 0 5 -1) 
(Imp: HRS §91-2) 
S 15 -15- 6 0 .i.L~..i.ii..ins~.f~..i~~..t. ( a ) In a 11 
hearings before the commission, the chairperson, or one 
of the commissioners, or a hearing officer duly 
appointed and designated shall preside at the hearing. 
(b) The presiding officer shall control the 
schedule and course of the hearings, administer oaths, 
receive evidence, hold appropriate conferences before 
and during hearings, rule upon all objections or 
motions which do not involve a final determination of 
the proceedings, receive offers of proof, and fix the 
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time for the tiling of briefs, dispose of any other 
matter that normally and properly arises in the course 
ot a hearing, and take all other actions authorized by 
law that are deemed necessary to the orderly and just 
conduct of a hearing. 
(c) The presiding officer may postpone or 
continue any hearing upon a motion of any party without 
a hearing. The commission may require the requesting 
party pay all costs for any and all continuances 
including, but not limited to the cost of notices o~ 
subsequent hearings, mailing to all persons on the 
mailing list, airfare and ground transportation for 
staff members and the entire commission for the 
continued hearing date. [Eff OCT 2 7 1111 ] 
(Auth: HRS §§205-1 and 205-4.1) (Imp: HRS §91-2) 
§15-15-61 Disqualification. No commissioner or 
hearing officer shall sit in any proceeding in which a 
personal pecuniary or business interest is involved, or 
one in which the commissioner or hearing officer is 
related within the first degree b¥ blood or marriage to 
any party to the proceeding. Except that, if, after 
declaring any pecuniary interest or consanguinity to 
the parties, the parties do not oppose the commissioner 
or hearing officer sitting in a proceeding, the record 
[~~l O~f\; saearly t~e w(~~~~~ byH;:e sro~~i)s. 
(Imp: HRS §91-2) 
§15-15-62 Ex parte co.m.munications. (a) The 
following classes of ex parte communications are 
permitted: 
(1) Communications which relate solely to matters 
which a commmission member or hearing officer 
is authorized by the commission to dispose of 
on ex parte basis, including communications 
regarding scheduling or other procedural 
matters regarding the course of the 
proceeding; 
(2) Requests for information with respect to the 
status of a proceeding; 
(3) Communications which all parties to the 
proceeding agree or which the commission has 
formally ruled may be made on an ex parte 
basis; 
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(4) Communications with representatives of any 
news media on matters intended to inform the 
general public. 
(b) No person whether or not a party to a 
proceeding before the commission shall make an 
unauthorized ex parte communication either oral or 
written about the proceeding to any member of the 
commission or hearing officer who will be a _pjlrticipant 
in the decision-making process. [ Eff OCT 2 7 1986 ] 
(Auth: HRS §205-1) (Imp: HRS SS91-2, 91-13) 
§15-15-63 ~~~~~~~· (a) In contested cases, 
evidentiary requirements shall be controlled by this 
section. (b) Any oral or C!oc~mentary evidence may be 
received, but the comm1ss1on shall as a matter of 
policy provide for the exclusion of irrelevant, 
immaterial, or unduly repetitious evidence and no 
sanction shall be imposed or rule or order be issued 
exce~t upon consideration of the whole record or such 
port1ons thereof as may be cited by any party and as 
supported by and in accordance with the reliable, 
probative, ana substantial evidence. The commission 
shall give effect to the rules of privilege recognized 
by law. 
(c) The presiding officer shall rule on the 
admissibility of all evidence. The rulings may be 
reviewed by the commission in determining the matter on 
its merits. In extraordinary circumstances, where 
prompt decision by the commission is necessary to 
promote justice, the presiding officer may refer the 
matter to the commission for determination. 
(d) When objections are made to the admission or 
exclusion of evidence, the obJecting party shall 
briefly state the grounds relied upon. Formal 
exceptions to rulings are unnecessary and need not be 
taken.-
(e) An offer of proof for the record shall 
consist of a statement of the substance of the evidence 
to which objection has been sustained. 
(f) With the approval of the presiding officer, a 
witness may read into the record the witness• testimony 
on direct examination. Before any prepared testimony 
is read, unless excused by the presiding officer, the 
witness shall deliver copies of the prepared testimony 
to the presiding otficer, the chief clerk, and all 
counsels or parties. Admissibility shall be subject to 
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the rules governing oral testimony. If the presiding 
officer deems that substantial saving in time will 
result, a copy of the prepared testimony may be 
received into evidence without reading, provided that 
the witness shall be subject to proper cross-
examination on matters contained in the prepared 
testimony. 
(g) Documentary evidence may be received in the 
form of copies or excerpts if the original is not 
readily available; provided that upon request parties 
shall be given an opportunity to compare the copy with 
the original. 
(h) Exhibits shall be legible and may be prepared 
on paper not exceeding 8-1/2 x 11 inches in size or 
bound or folded to the respective approximate size, 
where practical. Where practicable, sheets of each 
exhibit shall be numbered and data and other figures 
shall be set forth in tabular form. When exhibits are 
offered in evidence, the party shall furnish the 
original and fifteen copies of the exhibits -to the 
presiding officer with a copy to each party to the 
proceeding other than the commission, unless copies 
have been previously furnished or the presiding officer 
directs otherwise. 
(i) A party may use maps or other demonstrative 
exhibits as evidence provided the parties submit the 
number of legible copies as may be required by the 
presiding officer. The commission shall not permit the 
introduction of or testimony from any visual aid not 
introduced as evidence. 
( j) If any matter contained in the petition or in 
a document filed as a public record with the commission 
is offered in evidence, unless directed otherwise by 
the presiding officer, the document need not be 
produced as an exhibit, but may be received in evidence 
by reference, provided that the particular portions of 
the document are specifically identified and are 
otherwise competent, relevant, and material. If 
testimony in proceedings other than the one being heard 
is offered in evidence, a copy shall be presented as an 
exhibit, unless otherwise ordered by the presiding 
officer. 
(k) The commission may take official notice of 
matters as may be judicially noticed by the courts of 
the State of Hawaii. Official notice may also be taken 
of generally recognized technical or scientific facts 
within the commission's specialized knowledge when 
parties are given notice either before or during the 
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hearing of the material so noticed and afforded the 
opportunity to contest the facts so noticed. 
(1) At the hearing, the presiding officer may 
require the production of further evidence upon any 
issue. The presiding officer may authorize the filing 
of specific documentary evidence as a part of the 
record after the close of the hearing, subject to the 
rights of the parties to request reopening of the 
hearing within a specified time after the receipt of 
such evidence, or may keep the hearing open until such 
time as evidence is received by the commission. Upon 
agreement of the parties, the presiding officer may 
authorize the filing of specific documentary evidence 
as a part of the record within a fixed time after 
submission, reserving an exhibit number therefore, but 
the hearing shall remain open. The presiding officer 
is authorized to close the hearing when the exhibit is 
received, provided that there is no objection from any 
party, and' no request to cross-examine by any party or 
a request to answer questions by a commissioner. 
[Eff OCT 2 7 1911 ] (Auth: HRS S205-l) 
(Imp: HRS §§91-2, 91-10) 
§15-15-64 Order of procedure. In hearings on 
petitions and complaints, the parties shall be heard in 
such order as the presiding officer direct~ 
[Eff OCT 2 7 1985 ] (Auth: HRS §205-1) 
(Imp: HRS §91-2) 
§15-15-65 L~m~~l~S-~~~~lm~~~· To avoid 
unnecessary cumulative evidence, the presiding officer 
may limit the number of witnesses or the time for 
testimoey ~pgr a particular issue. 
[Eff 0CI2 71911 ] (Auth: HRS S205-l) 
(Imp: HRS §91-2) 
Sl5-15-66 ~~oyal from proceeding. Any person 
who willfully disrupts a hearing sball be removed from 
the hearing room. [Eff OCT 2 7 1• ] (Auth: HRS S205-l) 
(Imp: HRS SS91-2, 92-3) 
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§ 15 -15 - 6 7 ..C..Q=..Q..Q.U.D~~~. W her e a p a r t y i s 
r epr ese nted by more than one counsel, only one of the 
counsel shall be permitted to cross-examine a witness 
or to state any objections or to make closing 
arguments. [Eff OCT 2 7 1981 ] (Auth: HRS §205-l) 
(Imp: HRS §91-2) 
§15-15-68 Cross-examination. Each party shall 
have the right to conduct any cross-examination of the 
witnesses as may be required for a full and true 
disclosure of the facts. Parties may submit rebuttal 
evidence subject... .1t..o,986the approval of the presiding officer. [Eff UCT"' ' ' ] (Auth: HRS §205-l) 
(Imp: HRS §91-10) 
§15-15-69 Reguests for subpoenas. (a) Any 
party, chairperson, or commissioner may file a written 
request for the issuance of a subpoena requiring the 
attendance of a witness for the purpose of taking oral 
testimony before the commission, and the party shall 
submit in the subpoena a statement of the reasons why 
the testimony of the witness is believed to be material 
and relevant to the issues involved. 
(b) Requests for the issuance of subpoenas duces 
tecum shall: 
(1) Be in writing, 
(2) Specify the particular document or record, or 
part thereof, desired to be produced; 
( 3) State the reasons why the froduction thereof 
is believed to be materia and relevant to 
the issues involved. 
(c) The presiding officer, chairperson or in the 
chair per son's absence, any commissioner may issue 
subpoenas. Subpoenas shall not be issued unless the 
party requesting the subpoena has complied with this 
section-; Signed and sealed blank subpoenas shall not be 
issued to any person. The name and address of the 
witness shall be inserted in the original subpoena, a 
copy of which shall be filed in the proceeding. 
Subpoenas shall show at whose instance the subpoena is 
issued. 
(d) A party requesting the subpoenas shall pay the 
witnesses summoned the same fees and mileage as are 
paid witnesses in circuit courts of the State of Hawaii 
and the fees and mileage shall be paid by the party at 
whose instance the witness appears. 
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(e) The presiding officer shall place witnesses 
unaer oat~lfif affirmation prior to testifying. 
[Eff OCT 2 ] (Auth: HRS §205-1) 
(Imp: HRS § §91-2, 92-16) 
§15-15-70 .M.Q.t.i.Q.DR• (a) Any party may make 
motions before, during, or after a hearing. 
(b) All motions other than those made during a 
hearing shall be made in writing to the commission or 
hearing officer, and shall state the relief sought and 
shall be accompanied by an affidavit or legal 
memorandum setting forth "the grounds upon which tfiey 
are based. 
(c) The rnoving party shall serve a copy of all 
motion papers on all other parties and shall file the 
original plus fifteen copies with the commission and 
proof of service. 
(d) The opposing party or parties shall serve a 
memorandum in opposition or counter affidavit on all 
parties and the original plus fifteen copies and proof 
of service shall be filed with the commission before 
seven days after being served with any writ ten motion. 
The chairperson m~ order the opposing party or parties 
to file its memorandum in opposition earlier than the 
seven day period. 
(e) Failure to serve or file a memorandum in 
opposition to a motion or failure to appear at the 
hearing may be deemed a waiver of objection to the 
granting or denial of the motion. A party who does not 
oppose the motion shall notify the executive officer 
and op~sinq~ counsel or party promptly. 
[Eff OCT 2 7 t• ] (Auth: HRS §205-1) (Imp: 
HRS §91-2) 
§15-15-71 Substitution of parties. Upon motion 
and for good cause shown, the commission may order 
substitution of parties, except that in the case of 
death of a party, substitution may be ordered without 
the filing of a motion. [Eff OCT 21 1!8, ] 
(Auth: HRS S205-1) (Imp: HRS S91-2) 
§15-15-72 ~.Q~~~~~.i~.D_.Qi_~~~~~~.iR~· The 
chairperson or hearing officer shall determine any 
motion at the hearing to correct the transcript. Any 
motions after the hearing to correct the transcript 
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shall be filed with the commission within seven days 
after receipt of the transcript unless otherwise 
directed, and shall be served on all parties. Such 
motions shall certify the date when the transcript was 
received. If no objections are received before ten 
days after the date of service, the transcript, upon 
approval of the commission, shall be changed to reflect 
the corrections. [Eff OCT 2 7 1986 1 
(A~th: HRS §205-1) (Imp: HRS §91-2) 
§15-15-73 Posfifheartng p~oged~res. Post hearing 
procedures shall co orm o su c ap ers 9 and 10. 
[Eff OCT 2 7 \98& 1 (Auth: HRS §205-1) 
(Imp: HRS § 91-2) 
§15-15-74 Decision. Prior to a period of not 
more than one hundred twenty days after the close of 
the hearing, unless otherwise ordered ~ the court, the 
commission, by filing findings of fact and conclusions 
of law, shall act to approve the petition, deny the 
petition, or to modify the petition by imposing 
conditions ir accordance with subchapter 11. 
[Eff OCT 2 7 \98 1 (Auth: HRS S205-l) 
(Imp: HRS §205-4) 
§15-15-75 Appeals. Parties to proceedings to 
amend lana use district boundaries may obtain judicial 
reviews tnereof in the manner set forth in section 91-
14, HRS. [Eff OCT 2 7 1!85 ] (Auth: HRS §205-1) 
(Imp: HRS §91-14) 
§15-15-76 ~~RR~~~~~~D-b~~etitioner. The 
commission shall not consider any petition for boundary 
amendment or special use permit covering substantially 
the same request for substantially the same land as had 
previously been denied by the commission within one 
year of the date of filing findings of fact and 
conclusions of law denying the petition unless the 
petitioner submits significant new data or additional 
reasons which substantially strengthen the petitioner's 
position, provided that in no event shall any new 
petition be accepted within six months of the date of 
the filing the findings of fact and conclusions of law. 
Additionally, the commission shall not consider any 
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petition for boundary amendment or special use ~ermit 
for the same request involving the same land that was 
before commission and withdrawn voluntarily by the 
petitioner within on...e 111,Year of the date of the withdrawal. [ Etf OCT 2 7 ;,vi' ] (Auth: HRS §205-1) 
(Imp: HRS §91-2) 
Subchapter 8 
Decision-making Criteria for Boundary Amendment 
§15-15-77 Decision~aking criteria for boundary 
Jl.m.Jtn.Sl.m..e..n.t• (a) The commission shall not approve an 
amendment of a land use district boundary unless the 
commission finds upon the clear preponderance of the 
evidence that the proposed boundary amendment is 
reasonable, not violative of section 205-2, HRS, and 
consistent with the policies and criteria established 
pursuant to Sections 205-16, 205-17 and 205A-2, HRS. · 
(b) In its review of any petition for 
reclassification of district boundaries pursuant to 
this chapter, the commission shall specifically 
consider the following: 
(1) The extent to which the proposed 
reclassification conforms to the applicable 
goals, objectives, and policies of the Hawaii 
State. Plan. and relates to the. ,applicable pr1or1ty gu1ae11nes of tne Hawa11 s~ate Plan 
and the adopted functional plans 1 
(2) 'L'ile extent to which the proposed 
reclassification conforms to the applicable 
district standards: 
(3) The impact of the proposed reclassification 
on the following areas of state concern: 
(A) Preservation or maintenance of important 
natural systems or habitats: 
(B) Maintenance of valued cultural, 
historical, or natural resources, 
(C) Maintenance of other natural resources 
relevant to Hawaii's economy including, 
but not limited to agricultural 
resources; 
(D) Commitment of state funds and resources, 
(E) Provision for employment opportunities 
and economic development; and 
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(F) Provision for housing opportunitjes for 
all income groups, particularly the low, 
low-moderate and gap groups; and 
(4) In establishing the boundaries of the 
districts in each county, the commission 
shall give consideration to the general plan 
of the county in which the land is located. 
(c) Amendments of a land use aistrict boundary in 
conservation districts involving land areas fifteen 
acres or less shall be determined by the commission 
pursuant to this subsection and section 205-3.1, HR& 
(d) Amendments. of +and. use ?istri!=t boundary in 
other than conservat1on d~str~cts 1nvolv~ng land areas 
fifteen acres or less shall be determined by the 
appropriate county land use decision-making authority 
for the district. 
(e) Amendments of a land use district boundary 
involving land areas greater than fifteen acres shall 
be determined by the commission, pursuant to this 
subsection. [Eff OCT 2 7 1986 ] (Auth: HRS S205-l) 
(Imp: HRS §§205-3.1, 205-4, 205-17) 
§15-15-7 8 Incremental dist ricting. (a) If it 
appears to the commission that full development of the 
subject property cannot substantially be completed 
within five years after the date of the final county 
zoning approval ana that the incremental development 
plan submitted by the petitioner can be substantially 
completed, and if the commission is satisfied that all 
otner pertinent criteria for redistricting the premises 
or part thereof to urban are present, then the 
commission may: 
(1) Grant the petitioner's request to reclassify 
the entire property to urban, or 
(2) Redistrict to urban only that portion of the 
premises which the petitione~ plans to 
develop first and upon which it appears that 
total development can substantially be 
completed within five years after the date of 
the final county zoning. At the same time, 
the commission shall indicate its approval of 
the future redistricting to urban of the 
total premises requested by the petitioner, 
or so much thereof as shall be justified as 
appropriate therefore by the petitioner, such 
approval to indicate a schedule of 
incremental redistricting to urban over 
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successive periods not to exceed five years 
each. The commission may reclassify the 
subject property to urban, if it finds such a 
change is justified. 
(b) In reclassifying property on an incremental 
basis, in addition to standards in this subchapter, the 
commission may consider projected population growth tor 
the area, other lands reclassified in the area and the 
des~rability of directing ,growth and development to the 
area over a long term bas1.s. 
(c) Upon receipt of an application for 
redistricting to urban of the second and subsequent 
increments of premises for which previous approval for 
incremental development has been granted by the 
commission, substantial 90mpletion of any off site and 
onsite improvements ot the urban development, in 
accordance with the approved incremental plan, of the 
preceding increment redistricted to urban will be prima 
facie proof that the approved incremental plan complies 
with the requirements for boundary amendment. 
(d) The following are procedures for processing 
incremental districting requests: -
(1) Petitioner shall file original and fifteen 
copies of a motion to approve the second or 
both subsequent increments utilizing the same 
docket number as the original petition; 
(2) Petitioner shall serve copies of the motion 
on all parties of record in the original 
proceeding; 
(3) Tne motion shall include tacts, affidavits, 
and other documentation in support of the 
fact that petitioner has substantially 
completed offsite and onsite improvements and 
other applicable conditions in accordance 
with the approved incremental plan of the 
preceeding increment redistricted to urban; 
(4) A prehearing conference may be conducted to 
determine the position of the parties and to 
exchange exhibits and witness lists; 
(5) A notice of hearing shall be published 
notifying the public of the time and place 
the motion will be considered by the 
commission and will provide for the admission 
of public witnesses; and 
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(6) ~n~ procedures tor nearing th~ motion will 
not oe subJect to tne time frames pr~s~ntly 
existing for district boundary changes unless 
[~~~rwoif1 ,o~aerea bl t~:u~~r:mi:;to~205_ 1 ) 
(Imp: §205-4) 
§15-15-79 Performance ti.ID.§. Petitioners granted 
district boundary amendments shall make substantial 
progress w itnin a reasonable period, as specif i~a by 
the commission, irom the aate of approval 01: the 
bounaary cnange, in developing the rec.l.lstricted area. 
The commission may act to amend, nullify, change or 
reverse its decision and order if the petitioner fails 
to ~erform as representea to th~ commission within tne 
specif iea perioa. [Eff ICT 2 7 1986 ] 
(Auth: HRS §205-1) (Imp: HRS §205-4) 
Subcnapter 9 
Post Hearing Procedures For Hearings Before 
The Commission 
§15-15-80 Briefs. The pres1a1ny officer may fix 
tne time tor tne tiling ot brieJ:s. Exnibits may be 
reproaucea in an appendix to a brief. A brieJ: 01: more 
than twenty pag~s shall contain a subject inaex and 
table o:[ authorities. Requests tor extension of time 
to :til~ briez:s must be macie co tne commission in 
writing, anci a copy served upon or mailea to the 
parties to the proceeaing. Orainarily, when a matter 
is to be submitted on concurrent briefs, extensions 
snall not be granted unles9\A. stipulation is filed with 
th~ commission. [Eft OCT 2 'l '" 1 
(Auth: - HRS §205-1) (Irnp: HRS §91-2) 
515-15-81 Oral argum~. The commission or the 
presiding otticer may direct or permit tne presentation 
01: oral argument w 1 th petitioner opening ana concluding 
tne argument. Not more tnan tit teen minutes on each 
side 01: tne ~roceeding shall be allowea tor argument 
w itnout special leavE= of the commission. 
[Eft QCI 2 7 \15 ] (Auth: HRS §205-1) 
(Imp: HRS §§91-2, 91-12) 
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§15-15-82 Issuance of decisions and orde~. A 
I:;roceeaing shall stana subrnittea tor decision by tne 
commission after the taking o:t evidence, ana the tiling 
o:t brie:ts or tne presentation o:t oral argument as may 
nave been prescribea by the presiding officer or 
hearing o:t f ice r. The pe ti ti one r to tne pr oceeai ng 
snall submit a proposea aecision ana order whicn shall 
include proposea t inaings of I: act. Those proposals 
shall be mailea to eacn party to the proceeding anu an 
opportunity given to eacn party to comment thereon. 
Every aecision ana order adverse to a party to tne 
proceeaing, renderea by the commission in a contestee 
case, shall be accompaniea by separate :tindings ot tact 
anci conclusions of la~ •.. If any ~rty to the proc.eeaing 
nas tilea proposed t1n01ngs ot tact, tne comm1ssion 
snall incorporate in its aecision_a 0Lu2'fV!i\ upon each proposed i inding so presented. [ EJ:t ~ ] 
(Auth: HRS §205-1) (Imp: HRS §§91-2, 91-12) 
§15-15-b3 Service of decisions and orders. Tne 
chie:t clerk shall serve the decisions anci orders by 
mailing certified copies to the parties of record. The 
effective aate of tile decision and oraer is the aate 
certifiea by the executive officer. wnen service is 
not accomplishea by mail, it may be effected by 
personal delivery of a certifiea copy. When a party to 
a proceeaing has appeared by a representative, service 
Uf>On tne representative or counsel shall be deemea to 
be service upon tne party. [Eff OCT 2 7 l!H ] 
(Auth: HRS §205-1) (Imp: HRS SS91-2, 91-12) 
§15-15-84 ~~~~mmission's reconsi6eration of 
petitions. 'l'he commission shall not on its own motion 
reconsiaer its action on any petition a~:ter 4:30 l:J.m. 
of the-first workday following the aate of· the action, 
with the exception of section 15-15-93. In any event, 
the commission shall not on its own motion reconsider 
its action on any petition atter the period within 
wnich the commission is requirea to a.ct Q.D. the petition 
unaer section 205-4, HRS. [Eff O~;J 2 7 1311 ] 
(Autn: HRS §205-1) (Imp: HRS §91-2) 
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Subchapter 10 
Post Hearing Procedures For Hearing 
Conducted By Hearing Officer 
§15-15- 85 Reco.m.mendation of hearing officer. (a) 
Upon completion of taking of the evidence, the hearing 
officer shall prepare a report setting forth proposed 
findings of fact, conclusions of law, the reasons 
therefore, and a recommended order, and shall submit 
the report of the proceeding to the commissio~ (5) The record shall 1ncl ude the petition, notice 
of hearing, motions, rulings, orders, transcript of the 
hearing, stipulations, documentary evidence, proposed 
findings, or other documents submitted by the parties, 
objections to the conduct of the hearing and the report 
of the hearing officer and all other matters placed in 
evidence. 
(c) The hearing officer shall cause a copy of the 
report to be se{Y.~~ ~pon all parties to the 
proceedings. [Eff U&T ~ 1 ] (Auth: HRS §205-1) 
(Imp: HRS SS91-2, 92-16) 
§15-15-86 Exception to hearing officer's report 
and reco.m.mendations. (a) Prior to ten working aays 
after service of the report and recommendations by the 
nearing officer, a party may file with the commission, 
exceptions to the report and a brief in support of such 
exceptions with the commissio~ Such party shall serve 
copies of exceptions and br ie£ s upon each party to the 
proceeding. 
(b) The exceptions shall: 
(1) Set forth specifically the questions of 
procedure, tact, law, or policy, to which 
exceptions are taken1 
(2) Identify that part of the hearing officer's 
report and recommended order to which 
objections are made; 
(3) Designate b¥ page citation to the portions of 
the record relied upon; 
(4) State all the grounds for exceptions to a 
ruling, finding, conclusion or recommen-
dation. The grounds not cited or 
specifically&&urged are waived. 
[Eff OCT 21 Dll ] (Auth: HRS §205-1) 
(Imp: HRS S91-2) 
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§15-15-ij7 Support of hearing officer's report and 
recommendations. (a) Prior to ten working days after 
service ot the exceptions taken to the hearing 
officer's report, any other party may file with the 
commission a brief in support of the hearing officer's 
recommendations. Such party shall serve copies of the 
brief in support upon each party to the proceeding. 
(b) The support brief shall: 
(1) Answer specifically the points of procedure, 
fact, law or policy to which exceptions were 
taken; 
(2) State the facts and reasons why the report 
and recommendation must be affirmed; 
(3) Designate by page citation the ~ortions of 
the record relied upon. [Eff 0Cr2 7 1981 1 
(Auth: HRS §205-1) (Imp: HRS 91-2) 
§15-15-88 Oral argument before the commission. 
(a) It a party desires to argue orally before the 
commission, a written request with reasons therefore 
shall accompany the exceptions or the support briefs 
filed. Tne commission may grant the request. 
(b) The commission ~ifi& direct oral argument on 
its own motion. [Ett OCT 2 ] 
(Auth: HRS §205-1) (Imp: HRS §91-10) 
§15-15-89 ~.mmission action. (a) In the event 
no statement of exceptions is filed, the commission may 
proceed to reverse, modify, or aaopt the 
recommendations of the hearing officer. 
(b) Upon the filing of the exceptions and briefs 
together with the briefs in support, the commission 
may: 
( 1) 
(2) 
(3) 
Render its decision upon the record; 
If oral argument has been allowed, the 
commission may render its decision after oral 
argument; or 
Reopen the docket and take further evidence 
or may take such other disposition of the 
case that is necessary under the circum-
stances. [ Eff OCT 2 7 1911 ] 
(Auth: HRS §205-1) (Imp: HRS §§91-2, 92-16) 
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Subchapter 11 
Conditions: Filing, Enforcement, Modification, 
Deletion 
§15-15-90 ~mposition of conditions: generally. 
(a) In approving a petition for boundary change, the 
commission may impose conditions necessary to uphold 
the general intent and spirit of chapters 205, 205A and 
226, HRS, and to assure substantial compliance with 
representations made by the petitioner in seeking the 
boundary amendment. 
(b) The commission may require the petitioner to 
dedicate land, in amounts specified by the commission, 
for park and school sites; public rights of way; 
transportation facilities and services, easements for 
beach and mountain access; and easements f~r public or 
private service and utility systems. Land dedications 
required by the commission shall be also subject to 
applicable county ordinances. The commission may 
request the petitioner or appropriate county agency to 
report ~eriodically to the commission on the 
applicants compliance with the dedication requirements 
imposed by the commission. 
(c) The commission may require the petitioner to 
dedicate land to the Hawaii housing authority, or 
applicable county authority, in an amount specified by 
the commission, for use by the authority in the 
construction of housing. 
(d) The commission may require petitioners to 
submit periodic reports indicating what progress has 
been made in complying with any conditions that may 
have been imposed by the commission under this 
subchapter. 
(e) The commission may require petitioners to 
notify the commission of any intent to sell, lease, 
assign,_ place in trust, or otherwise voluntarily alter 
the ownership interests in the property covered by the 
approved petition. [ Etf OCT 2 7 1911 ] 
(Auth: HRS §205-1) (Imp: HRS §205-4) 
§15-15-91 Applicability. Conditions, if any, 
imposed by the commission shall run with the land and 
shall be binding upon the petitioner and each and every 
subsequent owner, lessee, sub-lessee, trans£ er ee, 
grantee, assignee, or developer. [Eff OCT 2 7 1!15 ] 
(Auth: HRS §205-1) (Imp: HRS §205-4) 
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§15-15-92 Filing procedure for conditions imposed 
by the co.m.mission. All conditions imposed by the 
commission in its decision and order and required to be 
recorded at the bureau of conveyances shall comply 
with the following procedures: 
(1) The document listing the conditions shall be 
submitted to the commission for its approval 
prior to filing with the bureau of 
conveyances 7 
(2) The owner of the property shall record the 
conditions at the bureau of conveyances 
before sixty days after the receipt of the 
decision anaorder requiring the same7 
(3) Evidence of recordation shall be by certified 
copy under the signature of the registrar of 
conveyances. The owner of the property shall 
forward a certified co~ to the commission, 
(4) Description of the land shall be sufficiently 
accurate to identi;y the land intended to be 
affected. [Eff OCT 27 1!86 ] 
(Auth: HRS §205-1) (Imp: HRS §91-2) 
§15-15-93 ~~~~~~.m~n~~t_~~n~~~~~n~. (a) 
Whenever the commission shall have reason to believe 
that there has been a failure to perform according to 
the conditions imposed, the commission shall issue 
and serve upon the party bound by the conditions an 
order to show cause why the property should not revert 
to its former land use classification or be changed to 
a more appropriate classificatio~ 
(1) The commission shall serve the order to show 
cause in writing by registered or certified 
mail with return receipt requested at least 
thirty days before the hearing. A copy 
shall be also sent to all parties in the 
boundary amendment proceedings; 
(2) The order to show cause shall include: 
(A) A statement of the date, time, place, 
and nature of the hearing; 
(B) A description and a map of the property 
to be affected; 
(C) A statement of the legal authority under 
which the hearing is to be held; 
(D) The specific sections of the statutes, 
or rules, or both, involved; and 
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(E) A statement that any party may retain 
counsel if the party so desires. 
(b) The commission shall conciuct a hearing on an 
order to show cause in accordance with the requirements 
of subchapter 7. Any procedure in an order to show 
cause hearing may be modified or waived by stipulation 
ot the parties and informal disposition may be made in 
any case by stipulation, agreed settlement, consent 
order, or defaul~ 
(c) Post hearing procedures shall conform to 
subchapter 7 or subchapter 9. Decisions and orders 
shall be issued in accordance with subchapter 7 or 
subchapter 9. (d) The commission shall amend its decision and 
order to incorporate the order to show cause by 
including the reversion of the property to its former 
land use classification or to a more appropriate 
class if ica tion. [ Eff OCT 2 7 1!11 ] 
(Auth: HRS §205-1) (Imp: HRS §91-2) 
§15-15-94 Bodification or deletion of congitjons. 
(a) If a petitioner, pursuant to this subsection 
desires to have a modification or deletion of a 
condition that was imposed by the commission, the 
petitioner shall file a motion in accordance with 
section 15-15-70 and serve a co~ to all parties to the 
boundary amendment proceeding in which the condition 
was imposed. 
(b) For good cause shown, the commission may act 
to modify or delete any of the conditions imposed. 
(c) Any modification or deletion of conditions 
shall follow the procedures set forth in subchapter 11. 
[ E t f 0 CT 2 7 19H ] (Aut h : H R S § 2 0 5-1 ) 
(Imp: HRS §205-4) 
Subchapter 12 
Special Permits 
§15-15-95 Petition before county planning commis-
sion. (a) Any person who desires to use his land 
within an agricultural or rural district for other than 
a permissible agricultural or rural use may petition 
the county planning commission within which his land is 
located for a special use permit to use his land in the 
manner desired. Special permits for areas greater than 
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fifteen acres require approval of both the county 
planning commission and the commission. Special permits 
approved by the county planning commission and which 
require commission approval must be forwarded to the 
commission within sixty days following the county 
planning commission's decision. The decision, together 
with the complete record, including maps, charts, and 
other exnibits as evidence, of the proceeding before 
the county planning commission must be transmitted to 
the commission. 
(b) Certain ''unusual and reasonable .. uses within 
agricultural and rural districts other than those for 
which the district is classified may be permitted. 
The following guidelines are established in determining 
an "unusual and reasonable use": 
(1) 'l'he use shall not be contrary to the 
objectives sought to be accomplished by 
chapters 205 and 205A, HRS, and the rules of 
the commission, 
(2) The desired use would not adversely affect 
surrounding property 1 
(3) The use would not unreasonably burden public 
agencies to provide roads and streets, 
sewers, water drainage and school 
improvements, and police and fire protection; 
( 4) Unusual conditions, trends and needs have 
arisen since the district boundaries and 
rules were established, 
(5) 'l'he land upon which the proposed use is 
sought is unsuited for the uses permitted 
within the distric~ 
(c) Petitions for issuance of a special use permit 
shall specify the use desired and state concisely the 
nature of the petitioner's interest in the subject 
matter and the reasons for seeking the special use 
permit, ana snall include any facts, views, arguments, 
maps, p-lans, and relevant data. 
(d) The petitioner shall comply with all of the 
rules of practice and procedure of the county planning 
commission in which the subject property is located. 
(e) The county planning commission may impose such 
protective conditions as it deems necessary in the 
issuance of a special use permit. The county planning 
commission shall establish, among other condi tiona, a 
reasonable time limit suited to establishing the 
particular use, which shall be a condition of the 
special use permit. If the permitted use is not 
substantially established to the satisfaction of the 
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county t>lanning commission within the spec if iea time, 
it may revoke the permit. The county planning 
commission, with the concurrence ot the commission, may 
extena tne time limit if it deems that unusual 
circumstanctes warrant the granting of the extension. 
[Etf QC1 2 7 \9a, ] {Auth: HRS §§205-1, 205-3.1) 
{Imp: HRS §205-6) 
§15-15-96 Decision and oraer b~ the land use 
~mission. (a) Within forty-five days after receipt 
of the county planning commission's aecision, together 
with the complete record of the proceeding before the 
county planning commission, the commission shall act to 
approve, approve with modification, or deny the 
petition. The commission may impose additional 
restrictions as may be necessary or appropriate in 
granting tne approval, including the aaherence to 
representations made by the petitioner. 
{b) A aenial or modification of the special use 
permit, as the case may be, o£ the desired use shall be 
appealable to the circuit court of the circuit in which 
the land is situated and shall be made ...,2urs ua.nt to the 
Hawaii rules of civil procedure. [Eff otT 271311 ] 
{Auth: HRS §205-1) (Imp: HRS §205-6) 
Subchapter 13 
§15-15-97 (Reserved) 
Subchapter 14 
Declaratory Orders 
§15-15-98 Who may pe-tition. (a) On petition 
ot an interested person, the commission may issue a 
declaratory oraer as to the applicability of any 
statutory provision or of any rule or order of the 
commission. 
(b) Notwithstanding the other provisions of this 
subchapter, the commission, on its own motion or upon 
request but without notice ot hearing, may issue a 
declaratory or de r to t e r m ina t e a con t r ov e r sy or to 
remove uncertainty. [Eff OCT 2 7 11' ] 
(Auth: HRS §205-1, 91-ij) (Imp: HRS S §91-2, 91-8) 
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§15-15-99 Petition for declaratory order: form 
and contents. 'l'he petition shall conform to the 
requirements of subchapters 5 and 7 and shall contain: 
(1) The name, address, and telephone number of 
each petitioner; 
(2) The signature of each petitioner; 
(3) A designation of the specific statutory 
provision, rule, or order in question, 
together with a statement of the controversy 
or uncertainty involved; 
(4) A statement of the petitioner's interest in 
the subject matter, including the reasons for 
submiss1on of the petition; 
( 5) A sta tern ent of the petitioner's position or 
contention; and 
(6) A memorandum of authorities, containing a 
full discussion of reasons and legal 
author i.ties in sup.J2o
2
r7t 198'if such position or content1on. ( Ef f OCl ] 
(Auth: HRS §§205-1, 91-8) 
(Imp: HRS §§91-2, 91-8) 
§15-15-100 Declaratory orders: commission action. 
Prior to sixty days after the receipt of a petition for 
aeclaratory ruling, the commission shall either deny 
the petition in writing, stating the reasons for the 
denial, or issue a declaratory order on the matters 
contained in the petition, or set the matter for 
hearing, as provided in section 15-15-103 provided that 
if the matter is set for hearing, the commission shall 
render its findings and decision before one hundred 
twenty;OCT ~~-after the close of the hearing. 
[Etf ] (Auth: HRS §§205-l, 91-8) 
(Imp: HRS §§91-2, 91-8) 
§15-15-101 Declaratory orders: aismissal of 
petition. The commission, without notice or hearing, 
may dismiss a petition for declaratory ruling that 
fails in material respect to colll.Plv7 jW.i tb the require-ments of this subchapter. [Eff OCT 'l'' 191 ] 
(Auth: HRS SS205-1, 91-8) (Imp: HRS §§91-2, 91-8) 
§15-15-102 Refusal to issue declaratory order. 
The commission, for good cause, may refuse to issue a 
declaratory order by giving specific reasons for the 
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aetermination. Without limiting the generality of the 
toregoing, the commission may so refuse where: 
(1) The question is speculative or purely 
hypothetical and does not involve existing 
facts, or facts that can be expected to exist 
in the near future; 
(2) 'l.'he petitioner's interest is not of the type 
tnat would give the petitioner standing to 
maintain an action if the petitioner were to 
seek judicial relief; 
(3) The issuance of the declaratory order may 
affect the interests of the commission in a 
litigation that is pending or may reasonably 
be expected to arise; or 
(4) The matter is not within the jurisdiction of 
the commission. [Eff OCT 2 7 111 ] 
(Auth: HRS §205-1) (Imp: HRS §§91-2, 91-8) 
§15-15-103 Declaratory orders: reguest for 
hearing. The commission may, but shall not be required 
to conduct a hearing on a petition for declaratory 
ruling. Any petitioner or party in interest who 
desires a hearing on a petition for a declaratory 
ruling shall set forth in detail in the request the 
reasons why the matters alleged in the petition, 
together with supporting affidavits or other written 
briefs or memoranda of legal authorities, will not 
permit the fair and expeditious disposition of the 
petition, and to the extent that the request for a 
nearing is dependent upon factual assertion, shall 
accompany the request by affidavit establishing those 
facts. In the event a hearing is ordered by the 
commiA_,~qp1.subchapter 7 snall govern the proceeding. [Eff U~ ] (Auth: HRS §§205-1, 91-8) 
(Imp: HRS §§91-2 1 91-8) 
515-15-104 Applicability or declaratory orOer. 
An order disposin~ of a petition shall apply only to 
the factual situat1on described in the petition or set 
forth in the order. [Eff OtT 2 71• ] 
(Auth: HRS S205-l) (Imp: HRS SS91-2, 91-8) 
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Subchapter 15 
Rulemaking Procedures 
§15-15-105 Initiation of rulemaking proceedings. 
(a) The commission, at any time on its own motion, may 
initiate proceedings for the adoption, amendment, or 
repeal of any rule of the commission. 
(b) Any interested person may petition the 
commission for the adoption, amendment, or repeal of 
any rule of the commission. Petitions for rulemaking 
filed with the commission shall become matters of 
public record. [Eff OCT 2 7 1915 ] (Auth: HRS §205-10) 
(Imp: HRS SS205-7, 91-2) 
§15-15-106 Rulemaking: form and contents of 
petition. Petitions for rulemaking shall conform to 
tne requirements of this subchapter and shall contain: 
(1) The name, address, and telephone number of 
each petitioner 1 
(2) The signature of each petitioner7 
(3) A draft or the substance of the proposed rule 
or amendment or a designation of the 
provisions the repeal of which is desired; 
(4) A statement of the petitioner's interest in 
the subject matter7 and 
(5) A statement of the reasons in support of the 
propo~~ zi:f!Ar amendment, or repeal. [Eff Ul; ] (Auth: HRS §205-1) 
(Imp: HRS §91-6) 
§15-15-107 Rulemaking: action on petition. (a) 
Prior to sixty days after the filing of a petition for 
rulemaking, the commission shall either deny the 
petition in writing, stating its reasons for its denial 
or initiate proceedings in accordance with section 91-
3, HRS. 
(b) Any petition that fails in material respect to 
comply with the requirements of this subchapter, or 
that fails to disclose sufficient reasons to justify 
the institution of public rulemaking proceedings shall 
not be considered by the commission. The commission 
shall notify the petitioner in writing of the denial, 
stating the reasons thereto. Denial of a petition 
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shall not operate to prevent the commission from acting 
on its own motion on any matter disclosed in the 
petition. 
(c) If the commission determines that the petition 
is in order and that it discloses sufficient reasons in 
support of the proposed rulemaking to justify the 
institution of rulemaking proceedings, the procedures 
to be followed shall be as set forth in sections 15-15-
108, 15-l.5_-M9, 15-15-110 and chapter 92, HRS. 
[ Eff OCT 21 \ ] (Auth: HRS §205-1) (Imp: HRS §91-6) 
§15-15-108 Rulemaking; notice of public hearing. 
(a) When, pursuant to a petition therefore or upon its 
own motion, the commission proposes to adopt, amend, or 
repeal any rule, the petitioner shall publish or the 
commission if on a commissioner's motion, shall publish 
a notice of the proposed rulemaking at least once in a 
newspaper of general circulation in the State -and at 
least once in a newspaper which is published and issued 
at least twice a week in that respective county. The 
notice of hearing shall also be mailed to all-persons 
or agencies who have made timely written requests for 
advance notice of the commission's rulemaking 
proceedings at their last recorded address. The notice 
of hearing shall be published at least twenty days 
prior to the date set for public hearing. The notice 
of hearing shall also be filed with the lieutenant 
governor's office. 
{b) A notice of the proposed adoption, amendment, 
or repeal of a rule shall include: 
{1) A statement of the date, time, and place 
where the public hearing will be held; 
{2) Reference to the authority under which the 
adoption, amendment, or repeal of a rule is 
proposedJ and 
~3) A statement of the substance of the proposed 
rules. [Eff OCT 271M l 
(Auth: HRS §205-1) (Imp: HRS §91-3) 
§15-15-109 Rulemakingr conduct of public hearing. 
(a) The chairperson of the commission or, in the 
chairperson's absence, another member designated by the 
commission, or by a hearing officer shall conduct the 
public hearing for the adoption, amendment, or repeal 
of the rules. The commission shall afford interested 
persons a reasonable opportunity to offer testimony 
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with respect to the matter specified in the notice of 
hearing, in order to obtain a clear and orderly record. 
'l'he presiding officer shall have authority to 
administer oaths or affirmations and to take all other 
actions necessary to the orderly conduct of the 
hearing. 
(b) Each such public hearing shall be held at the 
time and place set in the notice of hearing but may at 
that time and place be continued by the presiding 
officer from day to day or adjourned to a later date or 
to a different place without notice other than the 
announcement thereof at the hearin~ (c) At the commencement of the hearing, the 
presiding officer shall read the notice of hearing and 
shall outline briefly the procedure to be followed. 
Testimony shall then be received with respect to the 
matters specified in the notice of hearing in such 
order as the presiding officer shall prescribe. 
(d) Each witness before proceeding to testify, 
shall state the witness• name, address, and whom the 
witness• represents at the hearing, and shall give any 
information respecting the witness• appearance as the 
presiding officer may request. The presiding officer 
shall confine the testimony to the matters for which 
the hearing has been called. In order to allow persons 
to have an equal amount of time to testify, or to 
prevent cumulative unnecessary testimony, the presiding 
officer may limit the amount of time for testimony per 
inaiv idual or per issue. E.'very witness may be subject 
to questioning by the members of the commission or by 
any other representative of the commission. Questions 
by other than commission members or staff shall be 
permitted only at the discretion of the presiding 
officer. 
(e) All interested persons or agencies shall be 
afforded an opportunity to submit data, views, or 
arguments orally or in writing that are relevant to the 
matters specified in the notice of hearing. A person 
may submit written comments, aata, views, or arguments 
ten days after the close of the scheduled public 
hearing date. An original and fifteen copies of 
written comments, recommendations, replies, or exhibits 
shall be submitted. 
(f) Unless otherwise specifically ordered by the 
commission, testimony given at the P.UblLc hearing shall 
not be reported verba tim. [ Eff Ott 2 "ll!ft ] 
(Auth: HRS §205-1) (Imp: HRS SS91-2, 91-3) 
15-59 
§15-15-lll 
§15-15-110 .£.m~...r.:.g..e.D.k.'i-...t:.ll~~.m..a..£.i.n.g. If the 
commiEsion finds that an imminent peril to public 
health or safety requires adoption, amendment, or 
repeal of a rule upon less than twenty days notice of 
hearing, and states in writing its reasons for that 
finding, it may adopt emerse.JU:~86 rules pursuant to section 9l-3(b), HRS. [Eff Qt;l :l 7 ] 
(Auth: HRS §205-1) (Imp: HRS §§91-3, 91-4) 
Subchapter 16 
Land Use District Boundaries 
§15-15-111 Land use district boundaries maps. 
(a) The titles of the land use district boundaries maps 
for the entire State are listed in the exhibit entitled 
"Land Use District Boundaries Maps" (9/3/86), and 
located at the end of this subchapter, which is made a 
part of this subchapter. 
(b) The official hLand Use District Boundaries 
Maps .. are l..o_cated in the commission off ice. 
[Eff OCT 2 7 ltli ] (Auth: HRS §205-1) 
(Imp: HRS §205-1) 
15-60 
9/3/86 
11LAND USE DISTRICT BOONDARIES MAPS" 
(1) COUNTY OF KAUAI 
( 2) 
(A) Island of Niihau: 
Niihau 
(B) Island of Kauai: 
K-1 
K-2 
K-3 
K-4 
K-5 
K-6 
K-7 
K-8 
K-9 
K-10 
K-11 
COUNTY OF MAUI 
(A) Island of 
Mo-l 
Mo-2 
Mo-3 
Mo-4 
Mo-5 
(B) Island of 
Lanai 
(C) Island of 
Makaha Point 
Kekaha 
Haena 
Waimea Canyon 
Hanapepe 
Hanalei 
Waialeale 
Koloa 
Anahola 
Kapaa 
Lihue 
Molokai: 
Ilio Point 
Molokai Airport 
Kaunakakai 
Kamalo 
Halawa 
Lanai: 
Kahoolawe: 
Kahoolawe 
(D) Island 
M-1 
M-2 
M-3 
M-4 
M-5 
M-6 
of Maui: 
Honolua 
Lahaina 
Olowalu 
Kahakuloa 
Wailuku 
Maalaea 
9/3/8 6 
M-7 Paia 
M-8 Puu 0 Kal i 
M-9 Makena 
l<t-10 Haiku 
M-11 Kilohana 
M-12 Lualailua Hills 
M-13 Keanae 
M-14 Nahiku 
M-15 Kaupo 
M-16 Hana 
ftl-17 Kipahulu 
(3) COUNTY OF HAWAII 
(A) Island of Hawaii: 
H-1 
H-2 
H-3 
H-4 
H-5 
H-6 
H-7 
H-8 
H-9 
H-10 
H-11 
H-12 
H-13 
H-14 
H-15 
H-16 
H-17 
H-18 
H-19 
H-20 
H-21 
H-22 
H-23-A 
H-23-B 
H-24 
H-25 
H-26 
H-27 
H-28 
H-29 
H-30 
Makalawena 
Keahole Point 
Mahukona 
Keawanui Bay 
Anaehoomal u 
Kiholo 
Kailua 
Kealakekua 
Honaunau 
Kaul uoa Point 
Milolii 
Manuka Bay 
Hawi 
Kawaihae 
Puu Hinai 
Puu Anahulu 
Hualalai 
Puu Lehua 
Kaunene 
Puu Pohakuloa 
Papa 
Pohue Bay 
Puu Hou 
Ka Lae 
Honokane 
Kamuela 
Nohonaohae 
Keamuku 
Na oh uel eel ua 
Puu 0 Uo 
Sulphur Cone 
H-31 
H-32 
H-33 
H-34 
H-35 
H-36 
H-37 
H-38 
H-39 
H-40 
H-41 
H-42 
H-43 
H-44 
H-45 
H-46 
H-47 
H-48 
H-49 
H-50 
H-51 
H-52 
H-53 
H-54 
H-55 
H-56 
H-57 
H-58 
H-59 
H-60 
H-61 
H-62 
H-63 
H-64 
H-65 
H-66 
H-67 
H-68 
·a-69 
H-70 
H-71 
H-72 
H-73 
Alika Cone 
Puu 0 Keokeo 
Kahuku Ranch 
Kukuihaele 
Nakahalau 
Ahumoa 
Puu Koli 
Kokoolau 
Mauna Loa 
Keaiwa 
Punaluu 
Naalehu 
Honokaa 
Umikoa 
Mauna Kea 
Puu Oo 
9/3/86 
Puu Ulaula 
Kipuka Pakekake 
Wood Valley 
Pahala 
Kukaiau 
Keanakolu 
Puu Akala 
Upper Piihonua 
Kulani 
Kilauea Crater 
Kau Desert 
Naliikakani Point 
Papaaloa 
Akaka Falls 
Piihonua 
Puu Makaala 
Volcano 
Makaouphi era ter 
Papaikou 
Hilo 
Mountain View 
Kalal ua 
Kalapana 
Keaau Ranch 
Pahoa North 
Pahoa South 
Kapoho 
(4) CITY AND COUNTY OF HONOLULU 
(A) Island of Oahu 
Kaena 
Waianae 
Waimea 
Haleiwa 
9/3/86 
0-l 
0-2 
0-3 
o-4 
o-s 
o-6 
o-7 
o-a 
o-9 
0-10 
o-11 
0-12 
o-13 
0-14 
o-15 
Schofield Barracks 
Ewa 
Kahuku 
Hauula 
Waipahu 
Puu1oa 
Kahana 
Kaneohe 
Honolulu 
Makapu 
Koko Head 
/ 
Chapter 15-15, Hawaii Administrative Rules, on 
the Summary Page dated September 3 , 19&6 was 
adopted on ----~S~e~p~t_e~m~b~e~r~3 _____ , 1986 [allowing a public 
htaring hela on July 14, 15, 16, 17 and 18, 1986, arter 
pu-blic notice was given in the Honolulu Star-Bulletin, 
Hawaii Tribune Herald, Maui News and Garden Island on 
Nay 30, 1986 and June 6 1 1986. 
This chapter shall take effect ten days after 
filing with the Office at the Lieutenant Governor. 
t~.~ 
Teotilo Phil Tacbian 
Chairperson 
Land Use Commission 
Kent M. Keith, Director 
Department ot Planning 
and Economic Development 
Datedz 
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l.>t;.PARTMEN'l' OF .PLANNING ANl.J tCONOMIC Dt;V U. Ul:JMf.:N'l' 
AMhNlJMEN'l' '10 CHA!J'l'BR 15-15 
HAW AI I AiJL•l IN I.S 'l'kA'l'lV t 1<0 L hS 
__ J_a_n_u_a_r_y;...._2_7 _ , 19 8 ·1 
W ftlZ.JARY 
1. A new §15-15-97 is added to Subchapter 13 
\ 
Subchapter 13 
~etitions for Section :JS~G-4.1, H.H.s., Housing Projects 
§15-lS-9/ ~roceaure tor processing petitions for 
housing projects under sectioo~~-4.1, H.k.S. (a) 
l:'etitions tor housing projects under section 3S~G-4.1, 
H.R.:l., shall be processed according to the following 
procedures in this section: 
(b) i'llot 1 ess than sixty days prior to the filing 
ot a petition, petitioner shall: 
(1) E'ile an original and fifteen copies of a 
notice of intent to file a petition with the 
commission according to a format provided by 
the commi ssioo; 
(~) ~ublish toe notice of intent at least once in 
a newspaper of general circulation in the 
state as well as in a county newspaper in 
which the subject property is situated. The 
notice of intent shall include: 
(A) '!'he name and address of the petitioner 
and the pet1tioner's proprietary 
interest in the subject property; 
(H) Proposed reclassification; 
(C) Tax map key; 
(CJ) Acreage; 
(E) Existing land use; 
(t') Brief description o.t the proposed deve-
lopment or use; 
(t;) 'i'ne date that the petitioner shall file 
its petition with the commission; and 
(H) Inform the public of the rights of 
interested persons under section 2U5-
4 (e) , H. R. S. ; 
(J) ~erve copies of the notice of intent to file 
a petition upon the director of planning and 
economic aevelopment, the planning 
department of the county within which the 
- subject property is situated, and per sons 
with a property interest in the subject 
property that 1s recorded in the county's 
real property tax records; 
(4) J.i'ile an original and fifteen copies of an 
affidavit of mailing the notices of intent to 
the persons specified in above paragraph (J). 
(5) ~·ile an affidavit of publication of the 
notice of intent to file a petition in 
compliance with section 15-15-9'/(b). 
. ' 
j • 
(c) '!'he commission may conduct a preapplica tion 
meeting with the petitioner and proposed parties to the 
proceeding for the purpose of determining information 
requirements, possible issues, proposed stipulations, 
and other matters which may assist in contributing to a 
more orderly hearing process. 
(d) It the petitioner fails to file the petition 
on the date stated in its notice of intent, the 
petitioner shall retile a notice of intent in the 
manner set forth in this section, unless the refiling 
is waived by the chairperson or presiding officer 
pursuant to the standards set forth in section 15-15-
J4, H.lt.S. 
(e) ~he petitioner shall tile a petition in 
conformance with subchapters 5 and 6 except that at 
the time ot filing, the petition shall include: 
(1) A negative declaration or approved environ-
mental impact statement if conservation 
district lands are involved; 
(2) A proposed decision and order; and 
(3) An affidavit that the petitioner has met with 
interestea community groups to discuss the 
proposed project. 
(t) Petitions which fail to comply with the 
requirements set t orth in subsections 15-15-~'/ (b) and 
1S-15-97(e) shall be deemed defective and the date of 
tiling of the petition shall be as of the date the 
defect is cured. 
(g) 'J.'he hearing on the application shall be 
conducted in accordance with subchapter I, except that 
the time requirements tor holding a hearing, statement 
of position, and decision making shall not apply. 
(h) '.1'ne commission shall approve or disapprove 
the petition not later than forty-five days after the 
petition is submitted. If after the forty-fifth day a 
petition is not disapproved, it shall be deernea 
approved by the commission. [Bff MAR 2 0 198i ] 
(Auth: HRS §§205-1 and 359G-4.1) (Imp: HR:l S9l-2) 
DEPARTMENT OF. PLANNING AND ECONOMIC DEVELOPMJ::N'l' 
Amendment to Chapter 15-15, Hawaii Administrative 
Rules, on the Summary page dated January 27 , 
19tr/, were adopted on January 27, 1987, following 
public hearings held on January t3 and 9, 19t37, after 
pu bl i c no t i c e was g i v en in the H on o 1 u 1 u A dv e r t i s e r, 
the Hawaii Tribune-Herald, the Maui News, and the 
Garden Island News, on December 5, 1986. 
'fhis amendment shall take effect ten (10) days 
after filing with the Office of the Lieutenant 
Governor. 
'l'eof ilo Phil 'l'acbian 
Chairperson 
Land Use Commission 
'1'0 FORM: 
..,L.-~~::::::....:::.:...._t.....:..-4~~.1L.4.1-I-L 
~verett s. Kane~hige 
Deputy Attorney ,Genera 
Roger A. Ulveling, Dir 
Department of Planning 
Economic Development 
John Waihee 
Governor 
State of Hawaii 
Date: MAR 09 1987 
F'iled 
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CHAPTER 202 
EMPLOYMENT AND HUMAN RESOURCES 
S£C"TI0' 
:L):.: Dt illS Of ~i,)'l'-41\-'-lO' 
§~0~-: Duties of commi~ion. Tnc Jd\"i~L'C: (,Jnlf111S:.:un on employment 
:~nJ hum:ln rc,ourc~s :.h;~IL 
(61 Submu c:mployrnc:m rc;x.ms "1lh rccumm:.:nJ.Jtlons 10 the: \!O\"emor and 
the lc£iSIJ.tun: Jt least once J year: -
... 
(8) furarc JnJ submu 10 the: go,cmor pllns anJ upd:~tcs as appropnate in 
conJunctllln with the: Haw;ui ,tate piJn. (J.m L 191\S. c JS. ~I] 
CHAPTER 203 
TOURISM DEVELOPMENT 
StC"TIO' 
~t..1~-1 Dl·-ras "'0 ro,orr:CI'S 
:o~-: TEl'-4~ "'o co .... orno:--.s oF ("('"ra."~.,' 
:oJ.J CoL 'n 'o' t!llJru co~'untu 
[PART I. GENERALLY] 
§§103-1 to J A.\1£.\,"DED. "!X~a.'1mcn: of p!J.nn::-~g and econom1c dc:-
velop;-;,ent'' ~ha.n~cd to "dcpJ.r.nlcnt of ~US1:1Css and econcrm~ dc:,c:IC'pmc:m". L 
1987. c 336. §7 
CHAPTER 205 
LAND USE COMMISSION 
::"5-1 E .. sr"s~:1H'-(£'-< of 7HE CC'-4'-(:s.s:o, 
:c-5.: JtS':'.I.i(!1'G ":-.0 C .. As.llflCArt0.' OF l...A ..... CS 
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L.-\\,"0 lSE C0.\1\IISSIO.:-; 
:05-.'.l. A.\t('O"'t 'rs ro 01S1.1.1r. lkJL .... o.u.lts 
::,Q~...J ~'1!'l>"'Ct.'PI !(\ DtS111.1("1' MH.'[HaltS. :'\t)l\1,._"';; ''0 \U \\ l:l.t ,:11 riH.' Hf'iH' 
u·H~ 
=~·<..~ Gt\.'Ttlfl'4\l llf~Jll::f! \lKl(l'l~ 
:(''·.~ :)l\IC..,\!if.'' o_JJ \I~\\'' (~tlJ~IIfl..'t\l at\o.•LW:t! <,;, tl,'\''t\ 
:J~-:.' Pr~:uUif "-f'•t'""' ~)• :nq.:~,.:, 
fJ,R~ :t ~IH'Itl ..... t ~ti!l\(lrt..) 
:u~-}1 !CI.1~Kf~t,llll 
[PART I. GENERALL Yj 
~105-l A:'>IE.\,"DED. "Derar.:n::nt u:" pbnnmt: JnJ e,·,,n,n:u.: Jc,·c:iop-
'.ll~nt" ~h.~n,:<."J 10 "Jcp;utmcnt ul bus1nes- .1nJ .... ,.,,nl'nHe Jc\clopmt.•n(' L I ~S7. 
.: -~ _;tl. ~ i. 
*!05-! Districting and classification of lands. Then: 'hai: be fL>ur nlJJvr 
i~nJ usc Ji~mct> m wh1ch all !J.nds m the Stale shall be plac::d. urbJn. ruraL 
J~ri.:u!IurJl. and .:unsc:- at ion. Tne :and usc: commis:.wn ,rull ;roup cunti~uous 
'~nJ JJCa:> sunJ.blc: for Inclusion m one: oi the~ four maJor districts. Tr:e comm1S,10n 
,h:.dl '.:1 standards for dctcrmininc the boundanc:s of cJ.ch JistnCI. prov1dcJ :h.H: 
(I) In the: cst:~blishmc:nt o{ t>oundarics of urban JistnCis thl''e lands that an: 
now in urban usc J.nd a sufficient n:sc:-·e J.rc:J for i<JrC>t:eablc urbJ.n 
cro ... Ih shall be indudcd: 
(~) in the establishment of boundmcs for rur:~l districts. areas of land com-
posed pnmarily of small farms mL\ed with ver:· low density residential 
lots. which m:~v be shown by :l mmimum Jcnslty of not mon: than one 
house p:r one:half J.Cn: anJ a minimum lot size of not less than one:· 
half acre sh:~ll tx included. c.\c:pr as hcn:in provided: 
( 3l In the establishment of the: boundaries oi Jgricultunl districts the: gn:J.tcst 
possible protection shall be given to thos.e !J.nJs wHh a high capJcity 
for lnicnsl''c culti,·ation: and 
1 J l In the cstabli:.hmc:nt of the bound:lncs of cons.::-·:~tiun distncts. the 
"ion:st anJ w:~tc:r n:s..:rve zones" proqded 1n sec1ion l S3--!: an: n:nJmeJ 
"cons.::-·;uon districts" and. e!fc-;:tivc: as ,,i July I i. I Q6l. the bounJ:mcs 
o:" the lorc:.t and wJicr r:scr-.c zone:. tnercto(on: cstJbil,hd ru"uant :o 
sc::::10n 1 S:>--+1. shall constllUic: the boundJ.ncs of the eonscr. :tl10n d1:>· 
tncts: prov1dcd that tnen::~ftc:r the power to Jctcrm1nc the bound.l.l'lCS ,,1 
the consc:r.·J.tlon dtstncls shJll be 10 the commis~1on. 
In e>I:lbli~hmg the: bounda.'1cs oi the J1stnc:s 1n c:a.:h .:ounl~. the commiSSIOn 
,:-.a!! .:nc: consldc:r.:ltlOn to the mas1er plan or gencnl pi;;n ol ;he coumy. 
lrban d1stm:ts shall include a.:ti\"HICS or uses as pro' idc:J by ordinances or 
r~ ~uiauons oi the countv w1thin which :..l;c urba.'l distnc: is SlluJted. 
• Run! Jistncts shil :ncludc acu' 1t:cs or uses JS cha.:J.c:enz::li by iow dens1:~ 
:c~1dc:mial lots of not more Ihlll one Jv. c:!llng house ;-cr onc-hali :l<:rc 1n are:~s 
v.~.ere ··.::~~-like" concemrJtion of p.:opic. Sl:".Jctun:s. str~e1s. a.1d ur\:lan lc\~l ol 
·:.::--. :~~s Jt: Jbs.cnt. J.nd v.he;.: sm.J.!I :·.!!'7:"':S .1re in:~:'7:"::\c~ \'- 1th lo\1. CenSit; r-:si-
..!~;,~:Jl tots::.'\~:::~ L'iJ: •.s.:tn:n J loUbCi\ :!'!:un. Js ~e:-,;:::J ::; s~:..:::vn ~S...!-:. ~h: ..:ol.1-
:;-~~~'~0:1 for ~(X.~ ~J.'.JSt: mav .1Uov. one :ot of:::~~ ~h~:1 onc:-:i.J.lf .1.:~. bL;t net ~e.'~ 
:."':~r. l S.5C'•O ~ ~Qt.:lrc:: fe.:t. o~ .L1 ::qu:\ J.l~nt res:~e:1t:.1i ..i::n)1:~. \\ ::h1n J :-.;:-Ji sw~­
..!1\ :s1on .1nd ~m11t ihc ..:ons.t:"...:ct:on 0f one ~..h-.elltng on su..:h lot. prL>\'h.:!ed thJt .1j: 
~tn,·r Jv.cilincs 1n the sub.iivls:on shall ha'e a m1:11mum lot sw: oi unc:-h.1li :lC:~ 
ur ~I :7SO squ~ feeL Such pc:taion for vmancc: may be processed under the spec1al 
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·\;:-;~~:: ... .::-..11 J,,,;-:,·~, ... t:.t!! :r....:~~.; ... :l· .h.:t!\Jtt~' ,,r ....: .... ~, .l~ ... :h..t:-:..h:::.::t:t:J t"l~ :h~ 
.. :~.1!::-. ~t:~.':t ,l: ~:'1.. 1 t''. ~,.lr,·~.~: .. h. t'\':-.t:; ... · _ .Jn,! :,•r!...·,;;:·. :.1r.~un; J .. ::r' 1:1t:' ,,r u'c' r~·b::.:J 
tv .tr.~i:~~: hu:-.t).InJr; . .J~.4u:J ... :-.;it:Jrl·. ;.1:nt.· .l~h.! li~h ;'r,'r:J~..ttH.'n: Jqu~h:~,:urc. \\ h~~. . -h 
lll1..':.lr.'\ :h:..' ;'ruJu-.:tt\'n l,( ..l~:J.lth.' ri..1nt JnJ ..lflltll..l\ it[f.; !ll( (~,x'-.J .1nJ iibc:~ \\Jlhtn 
~,n~!'> ..:.nJ l'th.._·r tx~t:.:' l'l \\ .H~...·:. \\ tr.J ~t::lt::-Jr~J :..·r~c:--~~ ;'nx!u(:t,,n :,,r pu~IK. 
t'!'"!\J:l" .lnJ • ..."l'ITH~h::"Cr.:lJ U'C: 'C.':'"\1..";.'"' .lnJ ll~'-.·~ J..:r.:::~:--,)r: h.' !h<." ..1~'\C .!~~!\!tiCS 
~n~:!u~:n~ hut ~'-'\ ln11it.:J tll ii'·1n;.: ~..1u..1r!:..'r) ~'r J\\·r:Utn::,. m1~b. _,:,,rJ~t: ::1\..·:littt:.'\. 
rrl,.t:,,rr.:: (J\.'"d:~u:~. JOJ ro:.tJ~:~:.:' 't..lni..!~ f\lr ~h<: ~:lit! Ot prnJu.:t~ ~IT'WO l)O th~ 
pr:::-IH~l.:'': \\ tnJ m:..t..:-htn~~ :1nd '" 1nJ ::.1r.:1~: :l~n~u!~urJ.i p.1~~s: .1nJ ''p!:O J.rel rt:c-
rt:Jll<>r.~i r"J<."dtti~·s. 1nciuJm~ ~0ii 'our-::~ :.~nd :;<1lf drt,1n,-: rJn~.:~. prnv1tkJ :hJt 
tht:~ .:u:.: not :i..,Jtc:J "IChtn J~rli.:';J!tur:..tl Jt:--:n...:t l:1nJs \'-lth ~ud .:bss1fu:J tly the: !:1nd 
'tuJ~ ~urt:Ju ~ Jc.:t..uit.·J i..1nJ .. :1.1:-.'tf: .. ::Htl.)n ..1~ ~)' r:::.t.lt i rr.:.t~~cr 1 prc·..iuc.:uv1t~ rJ.ttn~ 
,·IJ." .·\ c1r 8 
T::~~.: J:,;:-~,ts m:.~y mduJ:: Jrt::l> which .lfc nc1t u~cJ :c1r. ,,r "'h"h .l!C nut 
~un::J w. :.~~nculturJ.l .1nJ Jnctll..lr: ~ctl\ 1t1::~ b~· reJ.>un vi iO['tl:;rJ.ph~. sods. anJ 
vtha r::!;.~:::J charac:.:n>tlc>. 
Cvm.:r. atl<.'n Jistnc:s ,hall 1nduJc ..l[CJ> ncc<:S>J-0 tor protecting ""'J.Ic:>hcch 
J.nd ""Jtcr ,ourr.:>; pr::scrv1n:; >cen1.; .1nJ lmtonc Jit:as; pronJin~ p.Jik IJ.nds. wil· 
Jcme~>. J.nJ bc:~ch res;:r.·es; con,.:r.·,n~ 1nd1genous or endemic pbnts. C1sh. and 
wiiJI,(c. mclud1n£ tho-;e ""hich J.rc thn::ucncJ •lr endangcn:J: pn:ven11n~ tluods J.nd 
>oil cro"''n. r"ore>try: or-:n ~pa.:.: ar::J> "h0se e~1~11ng op.:nness. n:nurJI ~.·ondition. 
or pr::,cnt >tate o! u~. it reta1neJ. "ouiJ cnhance the present tlr potenu:~l 'alue of 
.Jbuttlng or >UITounding comrnuntlieS. or" lluiJ mJtntam or enhance the consc:r.·:~tion 
0f n:llur:~l ''r sceniC rt:>uurc;:,; JrcJ> 0f ''Jluc (or recrt:JtiOnJ.I purp<hcs: other r..-IJ:cd 
a~ll\'lt:.:s: .1nJ ,11h.:r p.:rmtttcJ u':.:s n<.ll Je:nment.li :o a multtplc usc cons.:r.·:~tJOn 
.:c,n.:.:pt lL l~o~. c .::05. pt c't ~2: Supp. ~'lSH-.::. HRS ~205-2; am L 1069. c IS2. 
s5: .1m L 1~75. ,. 19.~. ~3: am L !<l-:"7. ,. l.lO. §I .1nd ,· 16.'. ~I; Jm L i<lSO. c 2.l. 
~:: Jm L llJS5 . .: :9S. ~2~ :.1n1 L t~..JS-:' . ...: S2. ~.:q 
~ 205-J.l .-\\I E:'<D ED. ··o::r.utrm:nt uf pbnnm~ .1nd cet'n<'nllc J..-, c ltlp-
m::nt'· ~:un;:cJ to .. Jcp:!nm.:nt ,,: bu~mos .1nJ cconumt-· Jc,ddpment'·. L 19S7. 
c.: ;~o. ~-
~ 205--l Amendment; to district bound:1ri~ inl!,hin:;: land :1rcas gre:ller 
th:m fiftct·n :Jeres. I J I .·\n\ ckpar.m.:nt •'r ..lt:en.:~· ,,! the St;.~IC . .Jny Jepanment 
,,r .1:,:cnc"' ,,(:he C<'Unt~· 1n "hKh the !anJ" 'ttuJtcJ. 11r J.nv p--:r"'n with a pror:<~ 
1nt~:\>~ ;r. ~hl· l.1nJ 'l'u:;h: tl' r.c.: n: ... ·!j,,lftt·J. m:1~ pctlllt..'n :h~ IJnd u'c O:\..'n1mtsSI<-"'n 
for...: ~-h~r~~r.:- :n the- ~'unJ..1r: 1.1f .t J::-~n .. ·t Tht~ ,~.. .... ~il\.'n t, :lrrii<."..Ji:'k· tu .dl f""Cttta.ln~ 
!,\:- .. :h.Jt:~t.:~ 10 J~~:n~..·t ~-"dtJnJ.l:-ll'S ~'I 1.1nJ~ \\ 1!h1n ... :dn .... t:rvJtH.ln J:~tn-....·h JnJ .1ll 
t----·rn:~'n' fl,r .:-h~n:=t.·" tn ...!t~tll('t h\''JOJ.l:-1L'' lnv,,h 1n~ IJnJ, ~rcJh:r th~tn i.tttcc.:n J~rcs 
:n ~:'!·.: .;~.::-!,·ul:ur:::tl. ~J:-.d .:nJ :.!~~.:r: ..;,,::-: ... -:,_ .:, ... -~~;-': .: .... rrt'' 1d:...·...! :n ,:..· .. ::1un -'~IJG­
~ 1 ·:-:~ ... - i.tr~..! :J .... ~,.· ... -~}r::n11,,;, ·r. ... :-;.d: .1,:, "!'i .;...~;:.., j"'u:--,u.lnt :p ... ·r.Jrt:.::- q! :i.l l:nrkrn('nt 
:..: -\i1\ ,,{~t.·; ;-'rln hH'r:' ,,! !.J\\ :\' ih~ ~.·l,r.trJ.r: n~.,,, ... Hh,l.l:1Jtr.;:. J~cn~lt:'S 
.u~~ /'-'f'1lfh :11J~ rr:tt:~:.:nt.: :n :h(" ;1rl,::..:"-·Jin;, 10 J ... ·...:~.):-J..:n.:....: '"'th :hr' o;.ut-";.<.:ctlon 
so 
1 I) Th~ rw-:tttll'n<-·r. th~ ,,t(Kc ur ,t.ltt.: ?i..lr.ntn~. lnU th\! I..:'LlUnt~ pbnntng 
Jerar.ment 'h:~ll tn eve:;.· c:~s.: :lpf'CJ.r JS pJrlit:' JnJ m:.~kc rccommen-
..!J.tlllns reiJtive t0 th;: rn'fX''CJ hvunJary ChJ.nse. 
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'" :--. 
:\,•unJ.u·\ ,·r-• .1n~c- Jr'~h.l~' !Pr ~ou,1n~ ;·tn.ln,·e Jc-,e!\'rfTl<'nt ..:\1f"':"'-\f'"".l\l,,r. ;"t''IC"'.:t.... '-('t' r:t''C Jl en..! 1'! 
.~.H"1Cf :u: E 
~ 105-5.1 Gl"'th~rm:~l rrsource sublOn~. 'J I Gcc,thc:-nul rc'''urc:: ,ut>· 
:<•ne, :nJ\' x Jc~t>:natcd "1th1n the urC\Jn. :i.lr.Jl. Jt:n.::ultur.~l. ..1nJ '''n>c:>·Jtwn 
:..~r:J u~c jts:.nc:s c~t:t!:>li:-hcd under se.:u0n :os . .::. O~ly tho,c .Jr<::!> Jc~l£nJtd as 
~-:.•th.:mul resource 'ubzones mJv be utdizcu for ~cothc:rmal J,·,·ci•'rrnc:n: ~c:tvttl<:~ 
~n JJJithJn to those us.cs pcr.nlttt:d 1n c:J...:h l::tnd u~c dlstn~t unJcr th1s .. :hJ~Her. 
l.)<:<'therm:~l Je•clorment :tCtl\ iues mJ.y tx (l<:rmttrcd wllhm urb:~n. rur:1l. Jgn•:ul· 
;ur:~l. J.nd <:0n>er.·Jtton land u,c Ji,tncts in Jcconbncc "'lth thts ,-h"'ptcr. ··Gcoth· 
erma! Jevclopment lCtl'"lUes· me:~ns the <:\plor.~t10n. development. or proJucuon 
of ·;kctncJ.I .:ner~v irum l!C:Otherm:~! resources and Jirect us.: Jppli.::mons oi ~coth· 
..:m1Jl n:sourres:-pro,·idej th:~t "''lh1n :he urban. rur:J.l. Jnd Jf:ricultur.~l !:lnd use 
J"tncts. J1m:: use :~pplic:~tions of ~eothcrmJI resources Jr.: !Xr.111ttcd b<.lth "ithm 
..~nJ ,,ut>idc oi lrc:ls Jc:si1:natd as ~eothcrma! re>ourre subwnc:s pursuant to >C:Ctlon 
~0~-~.2 1f >Uch Jirect us~ :1pplicJt~ons are in coniormancc with alluthc:r lppli.::tbk 
'Ute J.nd count\' land usc rt:l!ulJoom and arr in conform:~ncc with this chJrH.:r. 
tbl The board of lanJ- Jnd n:ltur.!l n:~ourccs >hall h:~;·;: the resron>it<llity fM 
J.-,,~nattnt: Jrt:as as .:cothcrm::d rcsourrc subzonc:s as prtwiJc:J unJcr section :os . 
< :."e,.;cpi that the !~tal J.Cl:l within Jn Jt:ncultur.!l di>tnct Whh:h is the SUbjeCt c1f 
.1 ,:~.·othc:rmJI minin~ leas.: approved by the !x>arJ of land JnJ natur..1l n::suurc.:s. 
.~n, p:.~n or J.ll oi wh1ch .JrcJ is the >UbJC:Cl ot J >pccial u~e r-:m111 i~sued t-y the 
'''Uf'll\ for :;eothcrmal·dc:v:::lopmcnt JCttVIIi<:S. nn or ~fore \!Jy 2:'. 19~.:. is Jc~· 
·~nJteJ JS J !!COthcrm:li re,ourrc: subzone for the: Jurauon ot' the kl:>c. The Jc>· •~r..:uon ,li >:~othc:rmal resnurc.: subzoncs >hall be >:ovem.:J n~lu>l'd~ by :h" 
_;_.,t,"n JnJ ~e.:t1on :05·:'.2. C\Ccpt Js pn.w1Jc:d :he-rc:m. The Nard ,hJII ..ldt';:>t. 
J~<:nJ. ,,r rercJI rules relJtcd to Its Juthont~ ll' Jesi~nltc J.nd rc::ul~tc· :h~· Ll>c ''I 
;·;••thermal resour~e >Ubwnc~ 1n the m:~nner rrov1Jcd unJcr c"hapter <l I. 
rhc: JUth<'nl\ oi the txl.mj lO Je\ll:nJt<:' C:<:Oihcrmal rc~Ourc·c ,u:-;,'n<.·, ,hail 
~· .lO ~\\.'":...•pth.lO t~ thc.h~ pn'\'1'\it'O' Clf ih·l~ ·.:h:Jrh:r ~nJ \lf ..., .... ·.:thJn ~('.--1 ..lUlht,r.::n:: 
·r .... · ;.Irh~ J~~ ~.:on1mt~Sh.'n ..tnJ the (tHJnltt:~ tf' ;.:-,tJrl1sh J.f'IJ na'<.!1f~ l.1nJ u'~ Jt:--tn(:' 
.n~J :.\ rt:;:ul.Jt:.: U:-ot:~ til.t:r-etn. Thl.:' rr\l\ I'H'n' tl( tnt~ "-C:,:'tH'r, ... h~dl :1\'( :tt'-tn':::.H:: n\.'r 
"~~·~,'-·-J~,.· ~he rnnl:'\l''n" ~lf \;h;lfit:f' iS: .1nJ lS_; 
1\"l Th.c usc: 1.)1 ..10 ..lf~J r~\f :::..'t'th~ml~d Jt:v:..·h,prn.:nt .l~.;:J\IliJ..'' \\ttt'un J ~~t'ln-
1,.':-lll.d r~.· .... nur-..::.: ,l!~7l'nc ,h:1!! ~ ;tn..:rnr..:J ~\ rht: ~'.trl..! \\tth1:1 th;..· ~o"t..·":. ... (.':"""\ J.tn'n 
J\,:;•,: .HiJ. t:\>.·~rt -l-" h~rl':n rnn iJt·J. t"-~ ,:_He,: .1nJ .:1.'Ur~:: ':.tt:Jil'" t\rU:rur.,."l..'' 
ln..; :---.. i,.·, :"!l't ,n:...~.,n ... t:-.:.:Gt ht:rt:''lth \\~::-::;: J;:~..:~i:u~ .. ll. rJ:-J: .. H":i.! ·...:r~~1:1 ... l! ... :n ... ·: .... 
-:,,.._.~: :r..!t !'h' ::.1:-~J ~:-..~..· L"\"'~nH~1:,,hlO Jrrr;.)V.li 1'r '!''..::J! u'.: 1'.·:-:--:~:~ ;"'~ri....._·.:-Lu~l· .... ur....!~,·r 
......._·d:\\n 20~-() .... n.Jit be fl"l)Uir~·J :·\)( :ht: u't..' di .... t.;...-:-, 'U:-"?\'nl..:'' !r: :~~,.· .!t'o,;.:n'-·~· ~'~ 
:--~''' : ... ;\~n ... ;n the .. :nunt~ ~~l·n....:rai ~l..1n .mJ /1'n1r1:: ~'rJtn..ln.:::' ,~·,:~:-:,:.til~ rt:!.Hin~ 
t.' !h·.:. U\~ .Jnd l\XJ.Uon \.lf !.!t:~o)th..:r.n:ll Jc' ~.:loprn~nt .1\.'tt' ttl!..:'' 1n ~n .J~:--: ... ·u ltui.lL 
nH;~l. 11r urb:~n JIStnct. the -.1ppmpn.1te C<.'Unt~ Juthunt~ m:.~y 1>:-.u:: J ;:eothc:ml:.~l 
rc"'urc;: p<:rmlt to allow ;_:c0thcm1JI Jevc!opment act1' lttes. ··,.\ppn.,pn:llc count' 
Sl 
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Juth,,nt~,.. mc::~ns the count~· pl.1nnmg commissi0n unlc:ss some other Jf:c:ncy or 
t'><.xiy IS Je'1~n::1teJ hy onhn::~ncc: of the: county council. Such uses ;tS Jrc: ;:-ermittc:d 
t-~· ..:(1unty scn:r:~l pl::10 ::~nJ wmn£: orJ1n:~nccs. by the lppropn;~tc county ::~uthL'nty. 
,hJ!i x dc::::11d to tx: rc:J.SOnJblc J.nd to promote: the dfec:t,·cncss ::~nJ ObJeCtives 
,,fttm ch:~ptc:r. Ch::~pte:> 177. 17S. 1~2. ISJ. ~05.·\. 226. J-1~. ::~nd ~.13 sh::~ll ::~pply 
.1< lppropn:ltc:. 1 f pro'·1~1ons in the '''unty l,:Cner:~l pl:ln Jnd zoning ordin::~ncc:s 
\;'CCiliCJIIy rc:!Jtc: to the usc: J.nd locJ.tiOn of ~c:otherm::~l development acti\'llies in 
J.n ::lf:ricu!tunl. runl. or urban di~trict. the provisiOns shJ.!I rc:qutrc: the lppropriJtc 
c0unty Juthonty to conduct J. public he::mng on J.ny ::~pplicJt1on for J geothcrmJl 
resource rcrrrut to Jc:tcrmmc whether the usc ts 10 conformity w1th the cntcriJ 
specified in subsection tc:J for gnnt1ng ~cothermJI resource permit.s: provided that 
within the urban. runl. Jnd ::~gricultunl !Jnd usc districts. d1reet usc: :1pplieat1ons 
of gc:othermJ.! resources J.re permitted wnhout :~ny applicauon ior a geothermal 
resource p<:rmll both "lthin J.nd outside of :lrt:;tS designated ;tS geothermal n:source 
subzones pursuant to sc:ct10n 205-5.2 1f such Jtrect usc: applio:ions are in con· 
formancc with J.!l o~r applicable state Jnd county IJ.nd usc: n:gulat10ns J.nd are in 
conformance with th1s chapter. 
(d) If geothermal development JCtlvitic:s are proposed within J consc:rvJtion 
dt~trict. with an applicJ.tion wtth J.!l requtn:d data. tho board of land J.nd natural 
resources shJII conduct a public hc:lfing J.nd. upon lppropnate n:quest for mcdiJtion 
from any party who submitted conunent Jt the public hearing. the board shall 
appoint J mediator within five cLays. The board !.hall require the parties to participate 
in mediation. The mediJtor shall not be: a member of the board or its suff. The 
mediJ.tion period shall not e~tend beyond thirty cLays after the date mediation started. 
e.\Cept by order of the board. ~lcdiJtion shJ.!l be: confined to the issues r.tiscd at 
the public: hearing by the party requesting mediation. The mcdiJtor will submit a 
wrinen recommendation to the board. bJSCd upon Jn)' mediation agm:ment re:~ched 
between the parties for consider.ttion by the board in its final decision. If there is 
no mediation Jgrcement. the board m::~y hJve J second public hearing to receive 
additional comment re!Jtcd to the mediJtion issues. Within ten days after the second 
public he:>.ring. the board may receive Jdditional written comment on the issues 
nisc:d at the second public heartng from Jny party. 
The board shJll consider the comments nised Jt the second hc::~rins before 
rcndenns its finJ.! dc:n~ion. The board shall then determine whether. pursuJnt to 
board rules. J conservation district usc: permit shall be granted to Juthonz.e the 
gcothc:m1Jl development activuic:s described in the applicJuon. The board shall 
grant J consc:nJtion district usc: permit 1f tt finds that the lpplicJ.nt h;tS JemonstrJted 
thJt; 
(I) The desired uses would not h::~,·e unreJ~onJble adver>e heJlth. environ-
mental. or socio-economic eifccts 0n residents or surrounding property: 
and 
Cl The Jcsm:J u~c:s would nul unn:a,0nJbly burden public agencies 10 
provide roJds Jnd stn:ets. sc:v.crs. water. Jninage. Jnd pollee and fire 
prolccliun: or 
(31 There ;In: re;tSonablc meJ.sun:s Jv:!llablc: 10 mHiptc the: unreJson::~blc 
~'h e:>c c!kcts or burden, n::'crr-,·d to JN,e. 
A lkCt~:on shJII be mJdc: t"· the !xJJrd wuh:n st:~; months of the date J complete 
a;->rlio!tun wa~ likd: pro"idc:d thJt the 11me limit mJy be e.\lended by Jgrccment 
D.::v.ccn the aprltc::~nt J.nJ the t:-oard. 
(el If geothermal de,·c:!opment acti\'itic:s are proposed within ::~gncultunl. 
rur.U. or urban districts and such proposed Jctivitics are not permmed uses pursuant 
to county gcncrJ.! pl::10 J.nd zoning ordinJ.nces. then J.fter receipt of a properly filed 
8::!. 
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::~nJ completed ::~rpliCJ.llon. including all required supporting J.llJ. the ::~ppropriJte 
,,,unty J.Uthority shall conduct J public heJ.nns. L'pon appmpnllC: rc:;uest for mc:-
Jtatiun from Jny p::~ny who submiuc:d -:omment at the: public hc:mr.~. the county 
authonl~ 'hall lppoint J medi::~tor "ithtn five: d::~ys. The c0unt~ au~h~'nty shall 
r.:1.1ulrc the par11es to parttclplte in mediation The medtJtor shall not x Jn emplo~ c:c 
,,f .1ny county ::~gency 0r llS stafi The mediati,,n period shJll not nrenJ beyond 
thtrty d::~ys :~fter mediat1on stJrtc:d. e'ccpt by order of the county authonty. ~lc:­
dt:~lltm ~h:~ll be confined to the issues r.t1sc:d Jt the ;->ublic hc::~nng by the p:u1y 
r:que,ttng mediJtion. The mcdtJtor will submit a wntten recommendJ.tl0n to the 
c~>unty J.uthonty. b;tScd upon J.ny mediJtion :1greement reached between the pa:11c:s 
for .::onsidc:r:nion by the county authority in its fin:1l decision. If there: IS no mc:d1ation 
Jfrecmcnt. the county Juthonty may h::~ve a second public he:u1ng ro receive Jd-
Jiuonal~.-omment related to the tT'ICdiJtion issues. WiL"un ten d::~ys :l!t::r the second 
public hearing. the county :luthoncy may receive JdditionJ.! ..... .-wen comment on 
the issues ntscd Jt the second public he:mng from Jn~ parr:·. 
The ,:,~unty Juthonty shJll consider the comments niscd Jt the second hea..:ing 
before rendering its final deciston. The county :~uthority shJ.IIthen determine whc:L'"lcr 
3 geothermal resource permit shall be gr.tnted to JUthorizc: the geothermal devel· 
opmcnt JcllvHics descnbcd in the :~pplic:lt1on. The lppropriatc county authority 
shall gnnt a seothermal resource permit if it finds that ::~pplicJnt !us dcmonstrJ.tcd 
that: 
( 1 l The desired uses would not have unreasonable adverse: health. environ· 
mentJ.!. or socio-«onomic effects on residents or surrounding property: 
( 21 The desired uses w·ould not unreasonably burden public agencies to 
pro,ide roads Jnd streets. sewers. water. drain::~ge. school improvc:mcnc.s. 
J.nd pol icc Jnd fire protection: and 
Ol ThJt there are re;tSonJble me::~sures Jvai!Jblc to mitipte the unre.:L"'nable 
Jdvc:rsc: effects or burdens referred to Jbovc. 
t:nlcss there is a mutual agreement to e.~tend. a decision shJ.!l be: made on 
the lppliCJtion by the J.ppropriate county authonty within six months of the date J 
C'Ompkte JpplicJtion w;tS filed: provided that the time hmil may be: c~tended by 
:l~rt:'(:mcnt between the lpplicJnt J.nd the lppropriate county Juthonty. 
(f) Rc:quc:st.s for mediJtion shJil be: received by the board or county authorit:;.· 
v.ithin fi"c: d::~ys J[ter the close of the initial public he:mng. \\'ithin fl\·e dJ.ys 
thcn::lftcr. the board or county 3uthority shall appoint J mediator. r\n~· person 
wbmiu1ng_ Jn lppropriate request for mediation shall be: notified by the: board or 
c-ounty .luthority of the d::~te. time. and place of the mediation conicrencc: by Je-
p.Y.>iting ~uch notiCe in the mJil to the return address suted on :.he re<.Juest for 
t:DC'\!i::~uon. The: notice sh:lll be mailed no btcr thJn ten dJvs before the stJ.rt oi the 
tncdiJtiOn .:onlcn:ncc. The conference shJII be held on th~ tsl::~nd "here: the: rub lie 
hc4llnt: ~~ hdJ. 
l!!l .-\ny Jc:etsion m.1Jc by Jn Jppropriatc county JuthorH:v or the N.lld 
~nt lo J pub! ic heJ.nnl! or hc:Jnnl!s under 1h1s sect ton rrwv b<: J:'r<:.1lc:J dtrectlv 
on the ~·onl to the suprc~e cour. f~r finJi Jc:ctston Jnd 'h~ll not.~ ;ub!eCl to ~ 
<:ootc~t<."J CJ>C hcann~. Sc:ctiuns 91- I Jf b 1 JnJ t g l shall go' em the Jrf'C :1!. not-
-..,th,t~"''Jt:'lg ~he ~Jck. of J contc~tcJ CJ:>e hr::1nn~ vn L""ic m.lttcr. "f:"',c :1;:-orror;~.lt.: 
C:Wnty Julhonty or the t>oard shall pro' ide a court rcpor.er to proJu~e J tr.lnscn~t 
o( the: rro .. :c.:dtn!;S at ::~II public hc:arinp under th1s 'c:c:ton for pu!"??«:S ol an ::~ppc:ll. 
thl For the purposes of Jn ::~ppc:ll from a JcCISton from J. public hc:J.:in~. 
tbc rttord shall include: 
(I) The application ior the permit J.nd all accompan~·ing suppor11ng docu-
8J 
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mcnts. including but not limw:-d 10: reportS. srudi<::s, affid;n·its, stat<::· 
mcnts. and e.\hibits. 
(:!) St.1ff rc:commend.1tions submHt<::d to the mc:nlxrs of the agency m con· 
sider:won oi the application. 
(3) Or.tl and ..,-m:cn public tesumony n::cc1veJ at the public hcJ.nngs. 
(.:) Wnrtcn tnnscri;:Hs oi the procccdtngs at the public heJ.nngs. 
1.5) The wnttcn rccomr.rcndattOn rcce1vcd by the afcncy from the mediator 
wH .. "l ;lily mcd.iJtion agrc:ement. 
(6) A st.1t<::men1 of relevant matt<::rs nouccd by the agency members at the 
public hanr.p. 
(7) The .,.,Tittcn d.:cision of the agency issued In connection wilh the appli-
cation and public hearings. 
(3) Other documents required by L"lc boaro or county authority. [L 1983. c 
:%.pi of §3; am L 19&-l. c 151. §::am L 1935, c 2~6. § 1: am L 1986. 
c 161. §l. c 187. §I and c :!90. §l: am L 1987. c 37:!. §§~. 3 and c 
378. § l J 
C!ur<= I T1 u>d 17!, n::fcrml tom u:.u. ""' n:pe*'l dfecn"C Julr 1. 1989. 
§.:!05-5.2 Designation of areas as geothermal r~ur~ subz.one:s. ••• 
(d) After the boaro has completed a county-by-county as.se~ment of all ~as 
with geothermal potential or after any subSCGUCnt update or n::'·icw. lhe board shall 
com~ all areas showing geothermal potential within each county, and shall 
propose areas for potential designation as geothermal n::sourcc subzones based upon 
a prcliminJ.ry fmding that the ~as are those sites which best demonstrate an 
acceptable balance between the factors set forth in subsection (b). Once such a 
proposal is made. the board shall conduct public hearings pursuJJlt to this subs.ection. 
norv•ithsunding 3JlY cont.r:lfy pro\·ision related to public hearing procedures. Con-
tested case proc~urcs are not applicable to these hearings. 
(I) Hc:uings shall be held at locations which are in close proxim!ty to those 
areas proposed for designation. A public notice of hearing. including a 
description of the proposed areas. 3Jl invitation for public comment. and 
a statement of the date. time, and place .,.,-here persons may be hc:u-d 
shall be published and mailed no less than t"'·enty days before the hemng. 
The notice shall be published on three sepante days in a newspaper of 
general circulation statewide and in the county in which the heann1; is 
to be held. Copies of the notice shall be m;uled to the department of 
business and economic development. to the planning c-omm1ssion lnd 
planning depanmenl of the county in "'hich the proposed ~as arc 
loc;~red. and to all owners of recor-d of real estate within. and .,.,·ithin 
one thousand feet of. the area being proposed for designation as a !,:CO!h· 
ennal n::sourcc subzone. The notification shall be rrus.ilcd to the owners 
and addresses as shown on the current real property ta.~ rolls at the 
county n::al pr0~ny t;~, office. Upon sU<:h a<tioo. the n::quin:ment for 
notification of O"'ners of land is completed. FOf th<: purpo-c< of th1~ 
subscc:Ion. "''IIC~ to one coownc:r shall be sufficient ()()(icc 10 all (0<.)\\n-
crs. 
(2\ The he.IDng shall be held beiorc the bo.ud. md the authority 1o conJuct 
hearinp sh:!.ll not be dclcgatcd to &ny agent Of rcprescntatlve of the 
board. All persons :111d agencies 5hall be a.ffocOcd the opponunity to 
i 
! 
i 
LA.'iD USE CO~i:'>USSlO~ 105-31 
· " The de· 
'ther orallv or In wnun:--
submit dau. views. and argumentsJe'. topmen~ anJ the county pla..'lnlnl;; 
f ... · nes..\ and cconom1c C:' e • make partmc::H o vUSI . 1 J.r at ever• hc:ann~ wu · h \\ b<: rcmuttcu to appc . rd department s a . ~h 'lrop.<.>S:lt tw the: OO;i · recommenJ:~uons ~onccmln!; ca~ ', .. J 'SI···nat~ areas :1.'> :cotht:mul 
· th boaru ma' " ::- ~ . - -
\3\ At the c\o!>C of the hcJ.nng. e the J;~te on "'hi.:h it "'Iil n::ndcr ILS 
resource subzonc:s or announce as :1.'> ••cothcrmal :-::source sut--
Th '-~ard mav dcsu:natc arc ::- h J m dCCI~IOn. C: L>V ' • ' those SIIC5 "'hiC• D<:St C . 
zones only upon ftnding that t~t~:~ t~: fJct~rs set fonh In subscc:lon 
onst.r.lte :li1 acceptable balance: 1 onclse statement oi Its findmgs 
(b). Cpon request. the \:x11 sh~ ~~~~;~~~to dc:sH:.natc a p.lrtiCu\3.! :u-ca. 
and the: pnnclpal reasons or I Jal resource subz'"ane nu~ be "'ithdr.J.wn 
!e) The deslgnauon of any geothem .. roceedincs conJuctcd pursuant to 
b' the board of \and Jlld natur:ll resou:cesd:l.ltern~uon onl; upon finding by a pre· 
· '-·--' hal\ Wltndr:i"' a eSIC • · ·provided 
.:hapter 91. The l)U.1..1'-' s · 0 \~nc.er su1ted for dcs1gnauon. 
nnndcr:mce of the: evidence \hat the area IS n t' -areas tn whiCh acu~e explor:~uon. 
'- h 11 not be withdrawn or _ -·~--~ >QOJ'C"'-S that tire deslgnauon s a . f lecrrical energy from get.'UJU"~ 
.....-.1 • or dismbuuon o e ~ -Jc:,elopmenl. r~ucuon al resources an: t::tk.ln~;; place. 
,Jr Jlrcct use applicauons of geothenn v acuve c:..:plor.tuon. development or pro-
tO This Act shall not apply to an._.\ . or direct use applicauons of 
1 from ccolheru..., sources ,.,..,.,~IOn Jucuon of ekctnca energy ~ J 14 l9S3, prov1ded that :lilY e.xr--
"cothermal resources takmg place o~ une ~-~~ce with its provisions. tam L !986. 
::- h-'1 be c;uncd out m como nd ·-o §"l 
ofsuchJCU\'IUCSS"-: ., "·amL.l987,c336.~7a C.'lo>.-
c \24. §I. c 1&7. §_and c _90. ~-. 
"-9 H. t:"os. 1\t:o. tl)~l. i.IO P.::d :s 
~"' ""th due proceu. u SuMc wffK'lCnlly cle>J to com,---
. . . ts The office of state ptanmng shall ~.,o, IS Periodic re\1ew of dLStnc . . . . fall lands in the State. ~- -- . , ·fi auon and d1stncttni! o · . Th 
unJc:nake a rc''ICW of the c.assl IC ~ d e'·e~· fifth year t..'1ercatter. : e 
- · (}«ember 31. 19lL · an · .- wtnl! U\e 
"ith1n tive vc:l.fS tram . h:~\1 focus its cffons on re\IC: - . 
ntflce. in II~ fp;e-year boundary review. :nd county development and commumty 
Hawaii stJte pl:~n. county gencr:ll p\;111S. bo d-~· review the o_tTICC: shall submit 
· · h fivc-ve3J' un ~: · · 1 d se plans. Cpon ..:omplcuon or t c I . . . n The oiiicc: m;:ty inHIJIC s::lle an u 
a n:pon of the findings to thc: commlsSIO . riate to coniorm to these plans. The 
\:x)und.ll'\" amendments whic~ It deems Jppropand countv a<>c:nci-:s and may emp\t)y 
· . ot appropnJte st:~tc . " . ., ·o s -.. a"1 
nfflce mav seck asslst;~nce . _,_ •his rn icw \ L \ 98). c -·' . ~ -· " 
· d • ·r::I.kc siUJics tn m ...... 1nf! " · -
"'"'ultants an unu" ' , , , , ., s 1 l 
L \':li\'7. c :\36. §7; am L t<;SS. c J~-· ~-
PAR\ II. SHORELINE SHSACKS 
§~ ~05-J I to J7 REPL\LED. L l9SD. c :ss. ~3. 
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CHAPTER 205A 
COASTAL ZONE MANAGEMENT 
p,ll I. CO\'il\l z.o ... f ,\t~ .... ,G(\.4f'T 
Sl0~{'' 
:· ... ~~ -\-1 Dt n'n:o'~ 
P<tr Ill. St~OlEL:"E Slla•C>-S 
::O~A-'1 Dtn'ITIO"<~ 
:-a~."' .... : DtT(l..'loCI~.\rtO'o" Of" THE \ttOI(ll'[ 
:o5.~-'.l E.sr au~w· 
-' """E:'"OT Of S.HO•U.:'E. HTI"C.;.J '·'0 Dl:TI£5 -''O PQWE.J..S or THE O£,\J.l\ot["'i :05.~4-l f"lOHIBITIO" T 
:OSA-J~ 
~~A-16 
::05A-J7 
::OSA-l! 
::05A-JQ 
SHOitLI'[ Hiii4C);; li'U UTAil!SJt£.0 ., C'OL''T' 
fL',C'TlO"'i'S Or 0(1'.\lT\4l'T 
Exr .. moNs 
CO'<Fl.ICT OF OTHH U.\VS 
AOOI"liO" Of ll:U..l 
Cros.s R•f<rtntt$ 
PART I. COASTAL ZONE MANAGEMENT 
§205A-1 
requires: 
Definitions. As used in this chapter, unless the concext otherwise 
... 
-Lead agency'" me.'lllS the office of sta~e planning· 
... . 
. -shoreline- means the upper reaches of the wash of the waves. other than 
s._orm and !idal waves. at h1gh tide during the seJSon of the ye:u in which the 
h1g~est w:~.sh of the waves ?<";:ur.;, usually evidenced b~· the edge of vegetation 
gro 1h. or the upper hmH ot debris left by the wash of the waves. [am L -19S6 
25S. §2: am L 19S7, c 336. §7: am L 19SS. c 352. §..!] 'c 
OnJ:-- :he- Jcf&nll&On\ lrn<ncJ,c,.! li"t' compdN '" :h11 Supplc:JT)('nl. 
§ZOSA-6 Cause of action. 
PART II. SPECIAL MANAGEMENT AREAS 
§ :05.-\-:6 Special management an~ a guidelines. 
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PART Ill. SHORELINE SETBACKS 
~~05.-\-H ~finitions. As used in this par:. unless th:: cc>ntnr orherv.1sc 
X~t!tn:'S: 
"Authority'" means the authonty as dc:iined in pan II. 
"Dcpar:ment" meJns the pla.nmng department of each county. 
"Shoreline :uea'" means 311 of the !J.nd :u-ea between the shoreline and the 
,horelme setback hne. 
"Shoreline setback line'" means that line established in this par: or bv the 
,'\>unty running inland !rom and parallel to the shoreline at a horizont:U plan~. [L 
19S6. c 258, pt of§ I] 
§ZOSA-41 Determination of the sho~line. The hoard of land a.nd natural 
res.ourres sh:UI adopt rules pur.;uant to chapter 91 prescribing procedures for de· 
termining a shoreline and :1ppe:Us of shoreline determinations: pro'"idcd that no 
determination of a shoreline shall be valid for a p.=riod longer th:1n twelve months. 
C\CC?t where the shoreline is fixed b~· man-made structures which have been lp-
pro\ed by appropriate government Jgencies and for which engineering drawin~ 
e\ist to locate: the interface between the shoreline and the structure. (L 1986. c 
2.58. pt of §I] 
§ZOSA-43 Establishment of shoreline ~tbacks and duties and powers or 
the department. Setbacks :Uong shorelines :ue established of not less than twenty 
feet :tnd not more than forty feet inland from the shoreline. The depanrncnt shall 
adopt rules within a period of one year after June :!:!. 1970. pursuant to chapter 
91. and shall enforce the shoreline setbacks and rules pertaining thereto. [L 1986, 
c 2.58. pt of §I] 
§205A~ Prohibitions. (a) The mining or taking of sand. dead coral or 
c-onl rubble. rocks. soil. or other beach or marine deposits from the shorc:line :uea 
is prohibited with the following exceptions: 
(I l The taking frQ.m the shoreline :uca of such materi:Us. not in c~ccss of 
one gallon per per.;on per da~·. for reasonable. per.;onal. noncommen:ial 
use. provided that stricter provisions may be established by the counties: 
( 2) Where the mining or taking of sand by the St:~te or county is for the 
replenishment of sand in the shoreline area. pro,·ided that for the purrosc 
of this p:u:1graph an c:nvironment:U assessment for the proposed proJeCt 
shall be prep.lred pursuJ!lt to chapter J.rJ. a finding shall be made by 
the proposing state or county agency that the proposed project is in the 
public interest and will not have am·aJ'"er.;c si~nificant social. econom1c. 
or environmental impac:. Jlld both a put-lie iniormatlonJl meerin~ JnJ 
public hearing sh.11! be held by the proposing state or county Jgenc~ 1n 
the affected communny. The public hearing shall b.: preceded by public 
nolle.: oi the propo~ed project not :e~s I han th1r1y dJys be for:: the: he: ann!; 
:1nJ putoiishcJ on three separate days 1n J ncwsp:1per of ~cncr::! Clrt'UIJtl\>n 
1n the: St;~tc or county Jficc:cd by the: pruJXJsc:d prt1Jc:c:. The: f'Wf"l"n:,: 
>latc or county agency shlll also notify 1n "-ntln!= the o"ncr.; L'r !c~sec' 
of JdjOinln!_!. O\crlappmg. or a:"fe~:cJ proper:y of the: propo\ed prn_l<.:(t; 
13) The clearing of slnd !rom e\i:>tmg dr.11n:~ge p1p.:s J.nd .:JnJb anJ from 
the mouths of streams: or 
(J) The deJ.ning of shoreline :ueJ. for State or county maintc:nJ!lcc: purroses. 
including the purposes under section -l6-11.5 and section ..!6-1 ::provided 
..... 
... 
. -
-~ 
__ ,..,_,...,. 
CI"Qs.J R~r~.,no::. 
,\(onrng or 141.rn o( 
g ~- <IC.,J« ~(71-58.5. 
§205A-45 Sho . 
counties through ora· reline setback lines escabr h 
ac a distance g~arer ·~:=~a~=~a~(u~re that shor~:in~ se~~a~~~~ly. The severa? 
as ed an this ran. [L 1986 anes be established 
§205A-46 Fun f . c 258, pi of§ I) . 
the provisions of (}l' C IOns of department ( 
anv struct . _as pan_ II shall rev· • a) The depanment h 1 
• Th ~- acttvtty, or facilitv wh· ~ew the plans of all appl' s a I administer 
e epar.menc mav ·. ac otherwise would rcanrs who propose 
mapped data showing • require char the plans be be prohibited bl· thrs Propo~d ~tructures, -b~~~~~:s~a"n~r~ons1 and ropognph~~~~~r;:gnrred 1b1 y ·accur!:~ 
- e epanmcnc mav j acl rtres. o a C:XIStlng and 
rn Order ro obtain - . a so requrrc: reaso -
(b Opl!mum com lian nablc: changes in the: · .. 
irs ) Afrer _revre .... ·ing rhe f cc: pnctJcablc: wah thrs submr .. ed plans 
re-commend.:HJons co the : ans, the depanmenr shall pan_. 
~crure~~~taviry, or facilir~uif o7y. The: authority shall c:"smn the plans with 
r . rng. u.t.Sed on the re-c . . a ter a heanng ursu - nt a van a nee for sue 
.acrl!ty as in the public . ord ;>resented either:-( f, rh :lilt ro chap!er 91. it lind . h 
af the Interest· or ( .,) . at such sr _ s 1n 
I proposed srrucrure. JC!ll.' - !hac h.udsh,p will be rucrure. actil·uy. or 
and wuhan the shoreline Hy. or facdiry IS nor all . dcauscd ro the applicant 
llcable sh II an:-a. Anv 1· o"'e on th . 
faciliry ro ~s~r ~~b1'ct ro such co~di~:~~caes ~~~~red ro rhe m:t\lm~~~:~~~ o: r~e 
wdl ro .· n11nrmum •nrer( . cause rhe Strucr ,.n, · app~·all~dredfor saic: publrc shon:lineereanc: wuh narunJ shoreline p~r: acrrvlly. L>r 
rsappr0 ,. 1 · Ccess The h '""essn Jn < plans. u I· . a WHhrn for;v.r.. · . aur onrv shall . · 0 a_~ 
n css ~uch rw·n ~~ - •"c da1s a: 1 ~. rh h -. render '-<r·rr·n 
:1.1<.1 th . .-- '"-' IS eu~n I. ' '- . " c .eann" h ' c. 
c applrc.tn:. I L ! 9S6 '~8· ucu ,.~ "nrrL·n Jt:n:~rn ... ~"' on t e apph_-Jn: .. 
. c ... .) . pr of s I I - - cnc vcrwecn the ' ~ aurh0r.:v 
CO~I~1U1SITI' DEVELOP~IE:o-.1 AlJTHORITY :!06E-J 
~:0.5.-\-H F ... ~c-mptions. Tunnels. c;:uuls, basms. and ditches. tC>fc:hcr w1lh 
r-«XJJtt:d structures used by public utJIIl1es as the term IS defined 1n sect1on 2b'-l-
l . .,. hJI'\ cs. docl;s. p1crs. and other harbor and waterf rant tmpro,cmenrs and an~· 
()(~r nunume faciliry :md water spon n::::reauonal facditrc:s may be ;x-nnitred Wlltlln 
the ,h,>n::lme J.rCa: prov1ded that the plans an: submattc:d ior n::v1c:"' and a.re appro,·c:d 
tr. the :wthonry aiter a public heanng has been heiJ :~nd that the appropnate state 
~y has iound that rhe proposed structures will result only in a min1mum inter-
icn:n.-c wnh natur.~l shoreline processes: provided fur.her that any such strucrun:: 
ron>trJctc:d by a govc:mmcnral bod:> shall be exempt from the _provisions of thas 
fUf1 ~\cc:pt as ro rhe requirement !.hac rwo public heanngs slu.ll be held by the 
~cwcmmcntal body charged with such construction. once when the project 1s iirst 
con.:.:1ved and agam when the proJect is subsuntial!y designed and planned. but 
pnor to the letting of rhc: contract. Repair. srrc:ngthemng. remforcement. and main-
tenance: of fishponds. and improvements for aquaculture f:ums shall be c:xemrt 
from this part. upon assuance of a permit or watver of the requirements by the 
board of land and narur.tl n::sourcc:s.!L 1986. c 258. prof ~1) 
§:!OSA-48 Conflict of other laws. In case of a conllict between the n::-
quin::menrs of any ocher state law or county ordinance regarding shoreline setback 
!ines. the more: restrictive requirements shall apply in furthering the purposes of 
this pan. Nothing contained in this par1 shall be construed co diminish the jurisdiction 
oi the st:trc: department of transportation over wharves. airports, docks. piers. small 
boat. or other ha.rbors. and any other maritime or water sports recreational facilities 
to be construcred on stare land by the: Stare: provided chat such plans arc subminc:ti 
for the: review and information of the: officer of the respective agency charged with 
the administration of the county zooing laws. and found not to conflict with any 
county ordinances. zoning laws, and building code:. [L 1986. c 258. pt of§ l) 
§::!OSA-49 Adoption or rule-s. E.1ch agency charged with carrying out this 
pan shJ.ll adopt rules under chapter 91. as necessary. co implement or comply with 
thi~ part by June 30. 1987. IL 1986. c 258. pt of §II 
CHAPTER 206E 
HAWAII COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT AUTHORITY 
Pnr I. GE,.,lllAL ~0\ISIO"S 
SHl!O" 
:Qt,£-J H4.WAI1 CO\t"41.,.'S1fY 0(\'t.LO"""E."iT "l.IHOR.ITY: UT48UlUEO 
~l)(,E-5 DUIGl'oA TION Of l'OW.}loCl'~ITY 0£\ ElOI""otl:'-T OUTltCTS. CO,..'Wl.'~ITl' 0£' t. LON f.' T 
:(')6(.6 OtHll(\·l·ldQ( I\.(!JI0\('4.lST rtOColA."'C 
~t~E·I:<. RE.SIOf-"TIAL l"'lOI[nl: COOI"f.lATl\[ "Cl£['of.[XT~ 
Pur II. l\.At;.''"'o co~"4l''-IT' Dt.'llfi~( .... T DtS'rl~ 
:c~E-.1: Dt~TlJCT: ut ,au~HEo. &OL':"'o"•'~ 
p,.r I\" Rl\f.'l:l so ... o~ ro• P"l'f'LIC r,c:un ?'Iolf.C~ 
~VtlE-15.1 Rl.\( ... L'[ !:\()'0'\. 4.L'THUUZAT10 ..... 
PART I. GENERAL PROVISIONS 
§206E-J Ha"·aii rommunity denlopment authority; e-stablished. (J.) 
There: is c:st:~blishcd the: H:~waii community development authority. which shall be 
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